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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Is investment in automation the route to go?

I

n this issue – page 12 to be exact – I have
compiled a list of comments on the recent strike
action in the steel and related industries called
for by the National Union of Metal Workers of
South Africa (NUMSA). The comments have been
voiced by company owners, MDs, CEOs, Managers,
Engineers, consultants and many others via social
media, all in opposition to the strike. Virtually
100% of the comments were expressing their
frustration, anger, whatever noun you want to use,
with the situation. I don't blame them because it
has set the industry back just when there were
green shoots of recovery after the endurance of
the pandemic.
There were two comments that stood out for me though, and you can have little
argument against them especially if you take into account the perception of the
government and unions such as Numsa, perceptions that are held by many.
“Some days I just lose hope. Our industry is just recovering after the
COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns and restrictions and now we are facing strike
action. The frustration is that we are forced to shutdown and all employees, union
or not, cannot work. Where is our democratic right to earn a living. Nobody wins!!!
The most frustrating fact is that we have two minority factions deciding what the
majority must do. Just be thankful you have a job and that your company hasn’t
closed down. Let us get on with producing and trying to recover our industry and
our economy.”
“Enough is enough of this strike by NUMSA in the steel industry. Is no one
bothered by the effect that this is having on all parties concerned? Hell man is
there no government intervention??? Livelihoods are being destroyed for personal
agendas here. Mr President and all corrupt members of parliament you need to
intervene urgently now. Start earning your salary and do something because if
you don’t jobs will be lost and companies will close. Wake up!!! Let’s resolve this
pathetic strike and let us get on with work. So many people want to but have had
their human rights stripped from them. All you so called employer organisations
catch a wake up quickly.”
Generally speaking we in South Africa are used to strike action and take it in
our stride. But this latest strike came at a very inopportune time and could have
serious repercussions for many workers and not the union bosses who get paid
regardless, unlike the workers - the no work no pay rule applies.
I know it is an old adage but many companies will be looking more seriously
at partnering with their suppliers as a knowledge resource, so as to make a
successful transition from being a manual operation in many aspects to one of
automation and in so doing raising productivity and attracting new business with
its increased capabilities.
In the Viewpoint in this issue, written by Paul Savides of PBS Machine Tools,
he furnishes some very interesting figures and he also advocates automation,
wherever possible. Savides has done a 'time hunt' so as to see where a company
could become more efficient and productive. He leaves no doubt in the fact that
staff are the biggest drain on time, in any business.
These arguments can't be disputed because you read so often about how
investment in machining technology has facilitated growth and diversification at
XYZ company. Now, flexible automation allows the company to get more out of its
machines, despite a shortage of skilled workers. Equally you read more and more
how cobots and machine tending robots are being deployed in manufacturing.
You might say that this is not the answer to our
unemployment problems and you could be correct, to
a certain extent. But if a company is to survive and at
least employ some staff then they have to investigate
investment in automation.
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VIEW

POINT

How much time do we
have available?

I

was doing a new machining process evaluation for a
customer whilst keeping his standard production time
availability in mind but, the result was that I needed too
many machines to accomplish the required batch size.
This proposal would clearly have made my customer
uncompetitive both locally and against imports.
So, the hunt was on to find a more efficient solution and
to see where I could find more time to machine – the result
of my time hunt was staggering.

Using a 5 day week, I started with the basic calculation
of 52 weeks x 5 days = 260 days - 12 compulsory paid
public holidays gave them 248 days.
According to the Basic Conditions of Employment
Act an individual should receive 1 days leave per 17 days
worked i.e. 15 x 17 = 255 days (or shifts) need to be
performed to get 15 days leave. 255 - 248 = 7, indicating
that 7 Saturdays would have to be worked to be granted
the 15 days annual leave.
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This means that if I used an operator to load and unload,
I would have to augment an additional 122 days (i.e. 255 133). # 122 - 52 Saturdays still leaves me 70 days short!
If I automated the line on the other hand, I would
immediately add back the days lost to operator efficiency
and, there would be no sick days or annual leave days.
Adding back the 88 + 12 + 15 = 115 days + 133 available
days brings us back to the 248 meaning we only have to
supplement 7 Saturdays. This also means that there are
enough Saturdays available to make up for any eventuality
like Covid.
This does not even take into account the socio-economic/
political climate like strikes and the B-BBEE act that drives
companies to Future Proof themselves and protect their
Status Quo i.e. Intellectual Property, Return on Investment
and HEPS. These companies are the assets of our country
South Africa. Here is the imbalance: None of the profit the
entrepreneur made will go back to the employees of the
OEM’s or manufacturing enterprises. Also the across the
board 5.49% increases in wages will force the employers to
protect their businesses and they will need to cut employees
by 1 in every 18 employed.
I know you just can’t always state what is wrong, so this
is what I’d do
If I were President, I’d scrap BBBEE and ask every
employer in the country to employ 1 person for every 18 they
have on their staff compliment. These new employees can
learn the skills and disciplines required to work, gain social
interaction skills and, most important, contribute to the
economy. They can even be employed by the companies and
seconded to training or charity groups to assist with valuable
urban renewal projects.
Then, I’d tackle the SOE’s by asking those OEM’s that
have equipment within our SOE’s to take over the day to day

operation and maintenance of the assets.
Take the traditional Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT)
Model used for a greenfield project and morph it into the
Rehabilitate-Own-Operate-Transfer (ROOT) Model that refers
to the Rehabilitation of an existing facility:
1. OEM’s use their own resources i.e. money and skills to
get the likes of Eskom running economically
2. They would behave like a concession and earn
money selling the commodity i.e. electricity until their
predetermined, justifiable costs are recouped within a set
timeframe
3. At the same time they can train employees to run and
manage the enterprise to international benchmarked
standards and in a profitable manner
4. There would be competition between the different OEM’s,
by example General Electric and Hitachi in the case of
Eskom, to supply the most electricity into the grid at the
most competitive cost
Unlike the Gauteng Toll Concession model that is BuildOwn-Operate (BOO) where the private company retains
ownership of the facility in perpetuity this is TABOO.
Not having to finance the SOE’s that swallow copious
amounts of money, will leave the government with sufficient
budget to administer our country and improve the life of all.
This would leave government to do the job they are
elected to do and take care of all socio-economic aspects
of the country. Don’t just make laws, make and keep order,
protect our borders with the army, protect our citizens with
the police and ensure our roads and inner city are safe with
metropolitan policing.
The lack of discipline we experience each day on the
roads with a total disregard for the laws shows the state of
the economy.

This is the opinion piece of Paul Savides, MD of PBS Machine Tools
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A year in review with the
Retecon Group

DMG MORI’s NZ DUE, TRE, QUATTRO series was launched at
EMO 2021

L

The NZ platform includes the DUE, TRE, QUATTRO for production
turning with up to four turrets and four B-axes

ast year the Retecon Group of Companies celebrated the
engineering software, photogrammetry and white light scanner
50-year milestone, which all began with the establishment
systems.
of Retecon Machine Tools in 1970. The company
Retecon can supply complete machining facilities, manage
subsequently has become one of South Africa’s most successful
and supply equipment for turnkey projects for machining of
machine tool, metalworking equipment and related equipment
all types of complex automotive components such as inlet/
supply companies. Retecon (Pty) Ltd began operating as a
outlet manifolds, crank shafts, cam shafts, conrods, cylinder
machine tool importer, supplying equipment to the South African
block machining, complete forging lines, gear and gearbox
engineering industry, but would subsequently expand and
manufacturing cells, hardening plants, to name a few but not
include measuring and other related equipment in its portfolio.
limited to these areas.
The Retecon Group represents a number of well-known
The core of Retecon’s client portfolio is made up of
international manufacturers including Trumpf, United Grindingcompanies, large and small, in the aerospace, automotive,
Studer-Jung-Mikrosa, GF AgieCharmiles, Kasto, DMG MORI,
tool and die, transport, mining, power generation, structural
Ficep, Heller, Kapp-Niles, Hexagon
steel and service centre, defence,
Metrology Group, Schuler, DEA-TESA,
construction and general engineering
Renishaw, Leica, Mahr and EFD.
industries.
The variety of products marketed
Retecon has a number of
and serviced by the company cover
long-standing relationships with
all the disciplines in metalworking:
internationally recognised machine
Cutting, forming, shaping and removal.
manufacturers. DMG MORI is one.
These include vertical and horizontal
Another is German company Trumpf,
machining centers, turning centers,
where the association dates back to
large boring mills, profile cutting and
1981.
drilling lines, grinding machines, laser
cutting systems, bending machines,
DMG MORI
punching and forming machinery,
At the EMO Milano 2021 held in
automatic sawing equipment, roll
October 2021 DMG MORI’s exhibit
forming and tube bending machinery,
focused on automation, equipment-asmanufacturing lines for tubes, presses,
a-service and the premiere of their NZ
measuring equipment and much more.
platform of machines.
Measuring and inspection
The NZ platform includes the
equipment includes portable measuring
DUE, TRE, QUATTRO for production
arms, turned parts measuring, probing Trumpf employs 14 767 people globally (previous year: turning with up to four turrets and four
systems, laser measuring equipment,
14 325). In Germany 7 602 people are employed with B-axes. Available in two sizes, the short
surface and form measuring, contact
version is designed for workpieces up
4 400 of them at the Group’s headquarters in
Ditzingen
systems, fixturing, software, reverse
to 690mm in length, while the long 
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Ditzingen, Germany based Trumpf recently released very positive
results. At the end of the fiscal year 2020/21 on June 30, 2021, the
Group recorded a slight increase in sales revenues of 0.5 per cent to
€3.50 billion (fiscal year 2019/20: €3.48 billion

version extends to 1 290mm. Chuck machining is possible up to
a diameter of 120mm and for bar machining it’s 65mm. The NZ
series is extremely compact. Including the three metre length
bar feeder, the NZ requires only 17.8m² of floor space.
Some highlights of the NZ platform are the individual
equipment options, so every user can install a manufacturing
solution tailored to their precise requirements. Because of the
modular machine, the NZ platform includes the NZ DUE, NZ TRE
and NZ QUATTRO, which means that 2, 3 or 4-turret machining
stations can be placed in the workspace. Each of these units
can act autonomously and has a Y-axis with 80mm travel and a
B-axis with a swivel range of -10° to +100°.
Promoted as the Netflix of machine building, DMG MORI’s
PAYZR business model for equipment-as-a-service launched
earlier this year with the compact M1 vertical machining center.
For a monthly basic fee, customers receive the machine and
an all-round carefree package for service and maintenance,
for example. In addition, in a pay-per-use model, the fee is
calculated based only on the machine’s actual usage – exactly
according to spindle minutes. A second machine has now
been added to the PAYZR portfolio and was the CLX 450 TC
introduced this year. With the B-axis factor and equipped with
a compactMASTER turn and mill spindle, the turn and mill
complete machining center reduces setup and non-productive
times in variant-rich production of small to medium batch sizes.
In recent results released by the company during the first
three quarters of 2021, DMG MORI’s order intake rose by 62 per
cent to €1 928.6 million (previous year: €1 187.8 million). Sales
revenues increased by 11 per cent to €1 450.9 million (previous
year: €1 305.3 million). The earnings and financial situation also
continued to develop positively. EBIT (earnings before interest
and tax) rose to €83.7 million (plus 57 per cent; previous
year €53.4 million). The EBIT margin improved to 5.8 per cent
(previous year 4.1 per cent). As at 30 September 2021 free cash
flow reached a new record level of €149 million (plus 326 per
cent; previous year: €-65.8 million).
Trumpf
Ditzingen, Germany based Trumpf recently released very
positive results. At the end of the fiscal year 2020/21 on
June 30, 2021, the Group recorded a slight increase in sales
revenues of 0.5 per cent to €3.50 billion (fiscal year 2019/20:
€3.48 billion). Order intake value increased significantly by 19.7
per cent to a record level for the company at €3.9 billion (fiscal
year 2019/20: €3.3 billion).
At €370 million, the Group’s operating EBIT grew very
positively by 19.5 percent compared to the fiscal year 2019/20

With sales revenues worth €579 million, Germany is still the largest
single market for Trumpf, closely followed by China, the largest
single market in Asia

(€309 million). Despite the low level of sales revenues in the
first half of the year, Trumpf was able to stabilise earnings
by increasing productivity, changing the product mix and
consistently cutting non-personnel costs. In the second half of
the year, earnings increased significantly as a result of higher
sales revenues. Also due to investment restraint, the company
achieved an EBIT margin of 10.5 per cent (previous year: 8.9
per cent).
“Owing to our systematic crisis management, Trumpf
managed to survive the pandemic well. Due to a strong rise in
demand, we entered the new fiscal year with an unexpectedly
high order intake. Nevertheless, there will still be a lot of
uncertainty over the coming months with regard to how chip
shortages in global supply chains, inflation, and increasing
energy costs and their effect on transportation costs and
transportation capacity will affect our business,” said Nicola
Leibinger-Kammüller, President of the Group Management
Board of Trumpf.
Trumpf’s largest single markets
With sales revenues worth €579 million, Germany is still
the largest single market, closely followed by China, the largest
single market in Asia. Having experienced weak growth the
previous year, in China sales revenues grew by 50.7 per cent to
€525 million. The third-largest market for Trumpf was the USA
with €485 million. In fourth place was the Netherlands as the
largest European single market with €460 million, due to its
EUV business with the client ASML.
Growth of employee numbers
Once more the number of employees at Trumpf grew over
the course of the reporting period. The two growth areas EUV
and Electronics in particular saw the creation of new jobs. The
company employs 14 767 people globally (previous year: 14
325). In Germany 7 602 people are employed with 4 400 of
them at the Group’s headquarters in Ditzingen.
Due to the economic uncertainties resulting from the
coronavirus pandemic, investment was scaled back in the
previous fiscal year. The company invested a total of €145
million in land and buildings, technical facilities and operating
and office equipment. This is 25.2 per cent less than in the
previous year (€194 million).
With effect from July 2020, Trumpf sold its majority
stake in BeSpoon SAS to semiconductor manufacturer
STMicroelectronics as part of a strategic partnership in UWB
positioning technology. In March 2021, Trumpf acquired the 
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The role of metrology within the manufacturing process has
long been associated with quality assurance – a post-production
inspection of the dimensional measurements of a part
against specifications

Spanish software provider Lantek.
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence
As a leading metrology and manufacturing solution
specialist, Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division offers
expertise in sensing, thinking and acting on the collection,
analysis and active use of measurement data. Their knowledge
and experience gives customers the tools – and the confidence
– to increase production speed and accelerate productivity
while enhancing product quality.
While industries have their own unique challenges and
motivations, productivity is central to manufacturing success
across the board. Manufacturers must find the right balance of
speed, efficiency, cost and quality to ensure they maintain the
right level of productivity. Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence
division combines technologies and ideas to enable this
closed-loop manufacturing – developing solutions that solve
challenging customer issues.
See what we do in your area of manufacturing
Design and Engineering: Embed quality into product design
and engineering to ensure component manufacturability and
downstream production productivity
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence supports the design
and engineering phase of the manufacturing process by
providing software solutions that enable designers, engineers
and analysts to embed quality into product design, ensuring
manufacturability and productivity downstream. Their simulation
software lets users quickly explore many different scenarios
to find the best design, without making expensive and timeconsuming physical prototypes.
Hexagon’s computer-aided engineering (CAE) software range
encompasses simulation for materials, products and process
performance. With solutions for finite element analysis (FEA),
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and multi-body dynamics
(MBD), as well as cost estimation and design optimisation, they
help designers, engineers and analysts to share responsibility
for product quality and collaborate with colleagues throughout
the manufacturing process to make improvements. Their
technologies are trusted by users around the world as they
design, optimise and validate the products people use every
day.
Production: Ensure that design intent is maintained through
the production cycle to improve productivity and continuously
deliver high-quality components
Production is the stage of the manufacturing process
where designs become reality. Whether it’s machining, forming,
casting, moulding, joining or 3D printing, or a combination of
several processes, the production floor is where components
10 METALWORKING NEWS V20.5 November 2021

Quality data provides manufacturers with much greater
opportunities than simply checking components

take shape. It’s the manufacturing process phase where
productivity really matters. Efficiency and throughput are
essential to remain competitive and costs must be controlled
and downtime avoided. Production is where product quality is
set in stone, metal, wood or composite – whatever material
you’re working with – and the pursuit of manufacturing ‘right
first time’ is increasingly high priority.
Manufacturing quality products requires production software
designed for the task at hand. The Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence production software portfolio includes specialised
packages to generate, manage and optimise toolpaths in a
range of industry and material applications. Their software
solutions address the requirements of the tooling, production
engineering, sheet metal, metal fabrication, stone and
woodworking industries. Despite these diverse applications,
their production software solutions share a common focus
on driving manufacturing efficiencies and adding value to
operations.
Metrology: Capture real-world quality data for
measurement, positioning and inspection, and use actionable
information gained by analysing the results to improve
manufacturing processes
The role of metrology within the manufacturing process has
long been associated with quality assurance – a post-production
inspection of the dimensional measurements of a part against
specifications. Results either indicated that the part was either
good to go, or that it was not to standard and needed, at best,
reworking, or at worst, to be scrapped completely. Metrology
was the necessary evil - quality the barrier to productivity.
Yet quality data provides manufacturers with much greater
opportunities than simply checking components. The function of
the quality department shouldn’t be to find fault. By analysing
quality data to its full potential, the quality department can
influence decision-making upstream and downstream. It can
help other stakeholders within the manufacturing process to
ensure that quality runs throughout the product lifecycle. It can
be the architect of quality design, quality production and quality
outcomes.
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s metrology hardware
captures quality data for measurement, positioning and
inspection. It is the key bridge between the real and virtual
worlds, bringing real-world data into the digital domain. Their
technology is helping manufacturers to pioneer mechanisms for
utilising this data more effectively - using it to inform design and
engineering processes and provide feedback to the production
process. Their measurement-assisted production technology is
best-in-class, and Hexagon continues to innovate towards more
real-time feedback loop applications.
For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600
or visit www.retecon.co.za

Latest strike exasperates

employers and could force alternative
thinking going forward

T

he latest strike action in the steel and related industries
called for by the National Union of Metal Workers of
South Africa (NUMSA) has left many business owners
exasperated, angry, frustrated and looking for alternative
manufacturing options such as automation so that they are
less dependent on labour. It might not be the solution to our
high unemployment rate but it has reached a point whereby
survival without been dictated to by a minority that have
senseless agendas of self-destruction governed by forces that
do not feel the repercussions of no work no pay, is becoming
a more viable option to them.
The National Employers’ Association of South Africa
(NEASA) issued a notice of lock-out against the National Union
of Metal Workers of South Africa (NUMSA) to its members.
It read: “The notice of lock-out is in response to a notice of
intention to commence strike action, on 5 October 2021, as
received from NUMSA. The industrial action emanates from a
dispute regarding wages and other conditions of employment
which NUMSA has declared against all employer parties to the
MEIBC.”
“NEASA, by far the largest employer body in the Steel
Industry, remains principally opposed to the centralised
collective bargaining model of the MEIBC, where mainly big
businesses, situated in South Africa’s economic hubs, and
primarily NUMSA, negotiate wage deals which they then
attempt to extend to SMMEs operating under entirely different
economic and operational circumstances throughout the
country.”
“NEASA is strongly opposed to the ‘one-size-fits-all’
approach pursued by both the competing employer federation,
Seifsa, and the trade union, NUMSA, and therefore remains of
the unwavering view that it is for every individual business to
determine the levels of remuneration of its employees, based
on its unique circumstances and financial ability.”
Social media communication
As is the case these days many took to the various social
media platforms to express their feelings and opinions. We
have chosen some of these but left names out for obvious
reasons.
“Some days I just lose hope. Our industry is just
recovering after the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns and
restrictions and now we are facing strike action. The
frustration is that we are forced to shutdown and all
employees, union or not, cannot work. Where is our
democratic right to earn a living. Nobody wins!!! The most
frustrating fact is that we have two minority factions deciding
what the majority must do. Just be thankful you have a job
and that your company hasn’t closed down. Let us get on
with producing and trying to recover our industry and our
economy.”
“Enough is enough of this strike by NUMSA in the steel
industry. Is no one bothered by the effect that this is having
on all parties concerned? Hell man is there no government
intervention??? Livelihoods are be being destroyed for
personal agendas here. Mr President and all corrupt
members of parliament you need to intervene urgently now.
Start earning your salary and do something because if you
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don’t jobs will be lost and companies will close. Wake up!!!
Let’s resolve this pathetic strike and let us get on with work.
So many people want to but have had their human rights
stripped from them. All you so called employer organisations
catch a wake up quickly.”
“The silence over this strike in the media is deafening.
We have had to lock up and evacuate several times over the
last weeks, customers have had windows broken and threats
made against non-striking workers. Any workforce should have
the right to peacefully strike, but they should have the right to
work, if they choose to! When will the strikers realise that the
gains they may get will be lost to recovering the pay they have
lost?”
“SAPS responses to employers and employees being
threatened with violence and death is pitiful to say the least.
SAPS is treating the employers and employees whii op are
working as criminals, with statements made to the effect that
they should “know better” than to work. Pathetic. People are
being held hostage in workshops because they chose to work
and not participate in the strike. No newspapers are reporting
on the violence seen by companies suffering the brunt of the
strikers. SAPS isn’t even bothering to patrol specific areas
to ensure that the strike remains peaceful. It is a couple of
weeks before the industry shuts down for December… do
these strikers not realise that they have already lost three
weeks of pay and that their December leave payouts will be
detrimentally affected? No work no pay guys…how will they
feed their families? Time to realise the union bosses only
have their own pockets in mind and not that of the workers.”
“Just before election time, the ANC leadership dare not do
anything to upset the tripartite alliance. The ANC care about
votes more than the wellbeing of the country and the very
jobs that the tripartite alliance is supposedly there to protect.
Retaining power comes before all else. I hope this ends
soon.”
“This is effecting a lot of businesses outside the steel
industry that depend on fabricators like yourselves. It can’t go
on like this. The ANC and their policies are killing businesses
and creating even more unemployment - come on South
Africans wake up!”
“We are now seeing the inner soul of communist Africa.
The truth is the unions are bankrupt, communism doesn’t
create wealth, only entitled leaches. It’s a behind the scenes
government backed strike to keep the unions on their side for
the upcoming elections. It’s a rent a crowd that costs millions
and the country is losing millions. The unions are in dire
straits to regain their income stream and the ruling party to
cling to power.”
“I wish I had something to say that would cheer you up.
Unfortunately, I do not. The sad thing is that we as South
Africans have an inherent self-destruct mentality that has
been nurtured over many centuries. Have a closer look at
our history and you will find a divided people who, over many
generations, have fought intermittent wars centred on landgrab and exclusion of others. When we cannot have what we
want, we simply destroy what others have.”
“Unions only care about contributing members, the
monthly debit order for fees and the annual strike (termed


negotiations). They don’t care for the unemployed, poor,
service delivery of their members, the union leadership just
look after themselves. Monthly fees get invested via special
purpose vehicles on the stock exchange to enrich the union
leadership, to live a lavish lifestyle and drive German motor
vehicles. They don’t care if they close your business down,
whilst driving the “interest” of the worker. They don’t care
about tomorrow.”
“100%. Yet when employees need money for anything they
come running to us. Clearly have a short memory. The union’s
can’t even help their members with funerals.”
“I fully agree! Unfortunately people only realise what they
lost after its lost! Sometimes I wonder when the challenges
stop and progress starts…. At this stage, never! Sad that we
finally have some work and we missing the opportunity to
capitalise!”
“Exactly. The private sector gets the blame for everything.
Yet we are the only ones investing and employing. We are
seriously going to lose more work internationally.”
“Well said. I don’t think they realise the consequences of
these insane deeds. People can hardly survive in the current
state of the economy. I am sure there is a lot of people willing
to work for the minimum of R12 000.00 per month just to
feed hungry families and save them from starvation. Those
who are still privileged to have a job and income do not realise
it .......UNTIL IT WILL BE TOO LATE FOR”
“If it was not for the private sector this industry would have
been dead long ago. They brought down Denel,Iscor, Eskom
and other SOE’s with their corruption and greed. I have a lot of
respect for private company owners that keeps on trying to lift
a Dead Horse.”
“I am of the opinion that centralised bargaining has run its
course and has resulted in more losses than gains. It’s time
to kick SEIFSA into touch and start negotiating at shop floor
level. Unions only have power because centralised bargaining
has been given to them.”
“Are our wages fare. Are our employees happy? Each
company and their employees need to answer. If yes, then
we need to start to mobilise. The happy people outnumber
the protesters 100:1 so we need to show the people how we
feel. We need to strike for our jobs. We also need to take to
the streets. Be democratic. If we don’t we will pay the price in
the same way as we have let the crooks in government loot
our country. DO NOT LET A FEW INFLUENCE THE FUTURE OF
THE MAJORITY. MY THOUGHTS. HAPPY TO MEET WITH LIKE
MINDED PEOPLE TO EFFECT CHANGE.”
“Not in our life time will this change!”
“That’s why I encourage South African companies to
automate as far as possible. China didn’t become a super
power with manual labour. Also machines never strike or ask
for an increase.”
“Unions. They’re never short of a penny. A guy had one
of the biggest Melamine factories in Africa and he shut the
doors. 300 out of a job. Gave the keys to the government
financers and said sue me.”
“General Motors packed up and left. They still don’t see
the light.”
“The sad reality is that the ones who will suffer most in
the long run, are exactly those that are striking. Anyone in
SA that has a skill that can be marketed and sold on the
international market, has that option now becoming more
available. The one advantage of COVID....it taught us that
we can work remotely, and it is a small step to then have an
employer (or multiple employers) that are not even based in
your own country. You cannot mine remotely (not yet anyway),
you cannot work on a shop floor remotely, etc. So the unions
and their members have to think carefully about the future of

this type of action. South Africa is also not the only country
with mineral resources, countries like the DRC compete with
us in that market.”
“I agree 100%, I believe that the time has come to stand
up as a collective against these destructive criminals!! Our
protective services is shining in their absence!! And these
looters are running the show!! Shocking, shocking behaviour
and no respect for their fellow men, property and or the
direction they are taking this country to!!”
There were many more posts of a similar conversation.
What was noticeable is that there were no posts, at least in
this thread, that were supporting the unions or strikers. All
very much opposed and the level of anger was very much
evident.
Thank goodness the strike did end on 22 October but at
what cost?
SAB Chamdor Depot
I did make a trip out to Chamdor, Krugersdorp while the
strike was on and it was very depressing to see how the effect
of the strike had taken its toll on most of the engineering
companies in the area. They were either closed or had cleverly
hidden the cars or made some alternative arrangement for
transport because there were many that did want to work.
However, what was almost comical if the situation was not
so serious, was that the SAB Chamdor depot was a hive of
activity. Obviously the strikers had their priorities in order as
compared to the government’s attitude towards alcohol during
lockdown. Even though they are allies I think this was deleted
from the memo.
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Dimitrov Scholarship in honour of

Prof Dimiter (Dimitri) Marinov Dimitrov
What is the Dimitrov Scholarship? Financial aid for travel expenses to attend
and present at the annual RAPDASA conference.

T

he late Prof Dimiter (Dimitri)
Marinov Dimitrov, one of
the founding members of
RAPDASA and first Chairperson
of the association, was a driving
force behind the formation of
an association to bring together
industry, academia and likeminded people interested in
the very new Rapid Product
Development technology of the
day.
Terry Wohlers of Wohlers
Associates, USA, initiated and
generously donated start-up
funding for the Dimitri Dimitrov
Scholarship, in memory of
the contribution that Prof Dimitri made to the RAPDASA
community. The scholarship is used to assist postgraduate
students who would be unable to present their papers at the
annual RAPDASA conference due to lack of funding for travel
and accommodation. For more information on the Scholarship
and how you can support it or apply for it please check the
website here: https://lnkd.in/duW-ymhg
During his life, Prof. Dimitrov always showed great
dedication to furthering engineering knowledge and
education. Even until the very end, his projects and the
people around him received highest priority. He was a selfless
man who led by example and inspired those who worked with
him to continuously strive towards higher levels of diligence
and self-improvement. With great humility, he recognised and
managed to bring out the best in everyone. He worked hard
and demanded excellence, but also had an infectious sense
of fun and zest for life.
Prof. Dimitrov made substantial and lasting contributions
to the manufacturing and materials engineering landscape.
He was a founding member of the Rapid Product Development
Association of South Africa (RAPDASA), a board member of
the Western Cape Tooling Initiative (WCTI), Management
Committee member of the Plastics Institute of Southern Africa
(PISA), and a member of CIRP, the International Academy for
Production Engineering. He was also the SU representative
in the national Titanium Centre of Competence (TiCoC) and
piloted the national research programme in machining of
titanium alloys. In the Collaborative Programme in Additive
Manufacturing (CPAM) he was one of the key players.
Furthermore, he managed to bring a fully international
research network and knowledge exchange opportunity to
South Africa through founding the International Conference on
Competitive Manufacturing (COMA).
At Stellenbosch University he founded the Global
Competitiveness Centre (GCC) in 1997, in alliance with more
than 25 Industry partners, to address the challenges of
global competition. In 2000 the Rapid Product Development
Laboratory (RPD) was established and pioneered many
applications of 3D printing technology, then still very new in
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South Africa. The Institute for
Advanced Tooling was added
to the offering in 2007 as
another entity in the Industrial
Engineering department
at Stellenbosch University.
This was an initiative of the
Department of Science and
Technology and the Technology
Innovation Agency to support
the tool and die making
industry in South Africa and
promote sustainable tooling.
In late 2015 the Stellenbosch
Technology Centre – Laboratory
for Advanced Manufacturing
(STC-LAM) was established.
This brings together all created entities under one umbrella
to further support the South African production industry as a
whole. The official opening was held on 26 January 2016 with
distinguished delegates from around the world. The STC would
be Prof. Dimitrov’s crowning achievement and the centre was
opened in his honour due to his continued drive and passion
in furthering production engineering in South Africa.
As a Fraunhofer Senior Advisor in South Africa, Prof.
Dimitrov played an outstanding role in fostering solid and
long-lasting international collaboration. A multitude of
research and industry projects in the field of manufacturing
and materials technology with Fraunhofer Institutes can be
attributed to his initiative.
Professor Dimitrov worked with the Education for Laserbased Manufacturing (ELbM) consortium in single-hearted
devotion by deploying his extensive network within Africa
and Europe to ensure it is successfully established. The
committed involvement of the Fraunhofer Institute for Laser
Technology (ILT), African Laser Centre (ALC), the Council for
Scientific & Industrial Research/Laser Enabled Manufacturing
Research Group (CSIR/LEM), and Trumpf via Retecon in
ELbM’s activities is to the credit of Professor Dimitrov.
His academic contributions include many publications in
the form of book chapters, journals and conference papers.
He also supervised many doctoral and master’s students and
always aimed at bringing the best out of them.
Prof. Dimitrov received numerous awards and honours
in recognition of his achievements. In 2006 he received the
THRIP Excellence Award for manufacturing in the category
SMME development and technology transfer, followed
by a second in 2010, this time in the category Research
Collaboration. In 2015, the President of the Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft awarded the highly prestigious Fraunhofer
Thaler to Prof. Dimitrov in recognition of his outstanding
leadership and significant achievements in the field of
applied research.
Prof. Dimitrov was also an Editorial Board member of
Metalworking News from the inception of the magazine in
2002 until his passing.

Getting the cut correct at
Special Steels

Special Steels’ Messer oxyfuel cutting machine has a capability of cutting 20mm to 300mm thickness

S

pecial Steels was established just under 20 years
ago in 2002 as a specialist cut-to-length company
with an emphasis on imported bar and tube. In those
early years the company concentrated on the niche area of
bar and tube as not many specialised in this area. But the
company’s processes were not focused on the general and
more common sizes of bar and tube, which could also be
referred to as pipe. Rather the company was built around
the more difficult sizes and compositions of solid and
hollow bar to process.
“Our business is not about piercing, notching, forming,
bending and shearing of angle, channel, bar, rod, tube and
pipe that are typically used in jack-of-all-trades fabrication
for many industries, whether it is in the construction,
food, chemical or petrochemical industries. Rather we
concentrate in an area
“Where typical applications include mining, machinery,
gears, pinions and cogs, for example. A case in point is one
where a solid bar of 130mm diameter could weigh up to
105kg per metre. This requires serious material handling
and processing equipment. And there can be no mistakes
when processing because they become costly when you
have to scrap the material. It is not for sissies at all.”
“Typically we would use bandsaws to cut the material.
Bandsaw cutting is a fully automatic process and the most
common method used for cutting rod, bar, pipe and tubing.
This process is also excellent for large-volume cutting and
some bandsaws can handle large product bundles. Despite
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the many advantages of band saw cutting, it is not an
efficient process for cutting thin-walled products.”
“However, with our philosophy to transcend the essential
‘buy-cut-sell’ process, offered by many, we decided to rather
explore the possibility of offering value-added services and
minimising downtime over and above the required cutto-size requirements. These benefits include machining
preparation work to be done on the steel, reducing
machine setup times, minimising material wastage and
offering consistent dimensional tolerances for high-volume
production. These processes would ultimately free up
valuable time on our clients high-end machinery and allow
them to perform the more complex machining operations
that would add value to their manufacturing capabilities.”
“We decided to develop and invest in the tailor-made
solutions and this has now resulted in Special Steels
offering CNC machining services such as normal and
deep-hole drilling, facing and centring, normal and robotic
welding, tapping and bevelling as well as hardness testing,
ultrasonic testing, heat treatment, lab services and
logistics.”
“This is over and above the bandsaw cutting services
that are necessary in our business.”
Laser, plasma and oxyfuel – flat metal cutting
“The days of opening a traditional service centre and
making a good living by using the conventional business
model are long gone. One hundred years ago it wasn’t too



difficult to buy large shipments of steel at mill prices, break
the bands, and sell small quantities to local manufacturers
at slightly marked-up prices, making a little profit on each
transaction.”
“In essence, although niche, Special Steels was operating
as a service centre for solid and hollow bar. We took a
strategic decision to change this perception and start adding
value-add to our services. More recently we have added CNC
facing, centring and chuck preparation of round bar up to 4
000mm, as well as all pre rough machining operations, to our
services.”
“Rough machining is generally an aggressive cutting
action and can require longer cycle times with far greater tip
wear. This all soaks up costly machine and operator time.
Preparing the workpiece for machining ensures efficient
usage of a clients most valuable assets, thereby optimising
the return on those assets.”
“However, it was our decision to change from only
processing round metal to also include processing flat metal
that not only required a sizeable investment in equipment but
that there would also have to be a significant investment in
culture change in the company and a steep learning curve for
management and employees.”
“Like most service centres relying on ‘buy-cut-sell’
processing eventually becomes a challenge. Change is
inevitable, markets are unforgiving, and price competition
becomes unbearable.”
“Cutting with a ‘soft tool’ - be it a laser beam, plasma
arc, oxyfuel flame or waterjet has in many ways become
a defining technology of modern sheet metal and plate
fabrication. No cutting method is perfect in every way, of
course. Each comes with advantages and disadvantages.”
“Thankfully, fabricators can mitigate the weaknesses and
accentuate the strengths, and one way to do it is to develop a

smart strategy around something that’s at the heart of every
cutting process.”
“We subsequently added three new processing machines
to our capabilities - laser, plasma and oxyfuel cutting.
Our Amada CO2 optic laser has a cutting capability of up
to 25mm thickness, our Messer Plasma (high definition)
machine has a cutting capability of 20mm to 45mm
thickness and our Messer oxyfuel cutting machine has a
capability of 20mm to 300mm thickness.”
“Although these three processes might not be tailor-made
or niche, they do add value for our clients. Consider the
following example. SS Engineering needs some round bar
processing done. He gets it done with us. But he also needs
some sheetmetal and plate cutting work done. So why allow
him to go elsewhere when you can address the situation by
investing in the processes and equipment.”
“We are not wanting to be a manufacturing or fabrication
setup so there is not much in terms of added on value that
we can derive from the components and products that our
customers offer.”
“We just want to be in a situation where if you want metal
profiled or cut in anyway or shape you must contact Special
Steels. We don’t offer bending, rolling, punching or forming
yet but who knows going forward. The less time our client
spends on the mundane processes of material preparation
then we know he is happy because he is concentrating on the
high-value processes.”
“That said, every primary cutting process in metal
fabrication can produce the desired result when approached
intelligently. Having access to the most appropriate
machinery and productivity tools for each process will help
achieve the best outcome.”
For further details contact Special Steels on
TEL: 011 865 4939 or visit www.specialsteels.co.za

Special Steels’ Messer plasma (high definition) machine has a cutting capability of 20mm to 45mm thickness
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Weco installs 10th Hurco
CNC machine

This shop finds advantages in having CNC machines from a single builder, but the general
strategy has benefits that can be applied to any shop. Machines supplied by TH Machine Tools.

I

t is very unusual to
employees with certain
visit an engineering
specialised knowledge.
company that has
I don’t have to worry
machining as its main
about someone not
service and note that
having enough work
the company has
to stay busy,” said
standardised on one
Matthew John, current
brand of CNC machine
MD of Weco.
tool on the shopfloor.
“Another big
There are many reasons
advantage of
why this happens but
standardising on the
in general it will be a
Hurco machines is
price and availability
that the company has
factor. However, there
its own CNC controls
are other reasons and
- WinMax. The control
in the case of Weco it is
helps machinists
the company’s strategy
and job shops be
not to compromise on
more productive and
quality but rather to
profitable by supporting
have more machines
many programming
The 10th Hurco CNC machine purchased by Weco was a Hurco VMX64Ti 3-axis
which results in more
vertical machining center that is equipped with NC Conversational Merge, Ultipocket methods, conversational
incorporating AdaptiPath (controlled engagement cutting), a tool and material
output.
programming, NC
library, CTS – coolant through spindle, a H320 4th-axis with tailstock and 3 jaw
Several other
programming and
chuck. The XYZ travels on this machine are 1 625mm x 864mm x 762mm,
factors contribute to
a Hurco-specific
it has a table size of 1 676mm by 889mm and the maximum load is
the wisdom of having
feature called NC/
2 722kg. The machine was supplied by TH Machine Tools
one brand of CNC
Conversational Merge
machine. Some of the
that optimises efficiency
most important considerations include lot sizes, cycle times,
even further. The Hurco control’s technical specifications
setup times, machine costs versus operator costs, urgency of
include 4GB RAM, 128GB solid state drive and 10 000 block
getting jobs done and even availability of skilled operators in
look-ahead.”
your area.
“Hurco reliably supports operators in optimising machining
procedures from 3-axis to 5-axis applications.”
Same CNC on all machines
“If operators know how to run one of Weco’s machines,
Simplified machine maintenance
they can pretty much run all of them. This eliminates issues
Using the same brand of machine also makes it easier
caused by having machines or controls that can be run only by
for the company to keep its machines well-maintained.


A component that Weco manufactures for a client in Australia
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The grinding department has also been upgraded recently

The machines also use
many of the same spare
parts, so it is easy for the
company to keep them
in stock. In addition,
many of the machines
are serviced similarly. For
example, when a spindle
needs to be replaced, the
installation process is
almost exactly the same,
regardless of the year or
type of machine, and can
be completed in house.

play to these strengths.
Easier automation
If a shop using
one machine tool
brand implements an
automation system at
one machine, it will be
easier for that shop
to apply the system
to its other machines.
Integration and testing
will be smoother
and quicker as more
systems are added.

Sandardised tooling
Because the machines
Rock drilling
are all the same brand,
industry
they can use most
Initially a general
Weco have recently purchased a Hurco VM10, which is a 3-axis general purpose
of the same cutting
engineering company
vertical machining center that is equipped with NC Conversational Merge
tools, workholding and
Weco changed
accessories. This saves
direction to focus fully
money, and because
on manufacturing and
operators do not need to worry about dealing with a wide
supplying high precision component wear parts for the rock
range of products, the risk of errors, shortages and other
drilling industry.
problems are reduced.
“With the emphasis of the business squarely focused on
Parts designed for the machine
the mining industry the primary emphasis was on after sales
Working exclusively with a certain machine brand yields
service and maintenance of drifter drills. Drifters, also known
insights into the capabilities of those particular machines.
as rock drills, are always “almost new” as the mechanical
Companies can use this knowledge to design parts that can
parts are constantly being replaced and refurbished to keep 

Two new Palmary Extomax-OCD3260 CNC cylindrical grinders have
also been purchased

The measuring department in a climate controlled room includes a
Nikon Altera 15.7.6 CMM

the drifter in tip top condition.”

Hurco VM10i
The Hurco VM10i is a 3-axis general purpose vertical
machining center that is equipped with NC Conversational
Merge, Ultipocket incorporating AdaptiPath (controlled
engagement cutting), a tool and material library, CTS – coolant
through spindle, a H200 4th-axis with tailstock and 3 jaw
chuck. The XYZ travels on this machine are 660mm x 406mm
x 508mm, it has a table size of 762mm by 406mm and the
maximum load is 1 500kg.

The process
“With each drifter costing between R800 000.00 and
R1million to replace, it’s important for the mines to optimise
their maintenance spend and to get as much use out of the
equipment as possible. We carefully examine each and every
individual component and we are able to offer a service to
refurbish some parts, instead of replacing them, ensuring that
the refurbished parts are in accordance with the original OEM
specifications.”
Machine shop
“We manufacture a comprehensive list of spare parts,
tailor-made for various leading brands of rock drilling machines
from around the world. At any one time we could have up to
1 000 different components in our stores. We manufacture in
economical batches and aim to hold stock of all top moving
items to serve both our own repair facility and our spare parts
customers.”
“As a full service precision engineering facility we are able
to manufacture a wide range of components on our machines.
The only processes that are outsourced at this stage are gear
cutting and heat treatment. We are fully in control of the
quality process even when the part is off site. All our suppliers
are accredited in accordance with our ISO standards. The spare
parts and components that we manufacture include valves,
connection plates, couplings, covers, piston guides, bushings,
liners, rings, studs, bolts, drivers, chucks, flanges, shanks and
seals.”
New machines
The machine shop has a number of CNC lathes, CNC
milling machines, grinding machines, broaching machines,
a gun drilling machine and conventional machines on the
floor. Additionally they have a guillotine and a press brake when
they need to do some fabrication work for clients.
As mentioned previously the company has standardised
on the Hurco brand of CNC machining equipment and has now
installed its 10th Hurco machine. However, the relationship with
Hurco goes back to 2013 when the company purchased three
machining centers and two lathes. John’s stepfather
had purchased the company a couple of years earlier and
although there was a treasure trove of machines on the
machine shop floor he knew he had to invest in new
equipment and technologies to keep up with productivity and
quality.
Two new Hurco machines have been purchased this year by
Weco, both supplied and installed by TH Machine Tools.
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Hurco VMX64Ti
The Hurco VMX64Ti is also a 3-axis vertical machining
center but with much bigger specifications. It is equipped with
NC Conversational Merge, Ultipocket incorporating AdaptiPath
(controlled engagement cutting), a tool and material library, CTS
– coolant through spindle, a H320 4th-axis with tailstock and
3 jaw chuck. The XYZ travels on this machine are 1 625mm x
864mm x 762mm, it has a table size of 1 676mm by 889mm
and the maximum load is 2 722kg.
“We purchased the Hurco VM10i because we were running
into capacity problems. It also followed our philosophy of more
machines, more output.”
Diversification
“The Hurco VMX64Ti was purchased for many reasons. All
the splining work that we needed to be done was outsourced.
This would involve a two week period and we have now reduced
this time frame down to maximum three days because we
are now doing the machining inhouse. This was one of the
reasons.”
“Another example and reason is that a housing that
required boring and reaming on old machines would take us up
to five hours. This has been reduced to 45 minutes.”
“With the Hurco VMX64Ti having bigger and larger specs we
are now in the position to take on larger projects, bigger and
heavier components and enhance our diversification strategy.
At the moment we are too reliant on the rock drill components.
This should also take us out of the mechanised mining niche
that we are currently in.”
Strong relationships
“I have been with the company virtually since my parents
got involved with it in 2010. They have now semi-retired and I
was appointed the Managing Director in 2016. One of the many
things I learnt from them is you build up strong relationships
with both your staff and suppliers. Working exclusively with a
single supplier company can bring special advantages.”
For further details contact Weco on TEL: 011 762 4341
or visit www.weco.co.za

Hoefyster is another Denel casualty
Denel Land Systems is the main contractor for the Badger infantry combat vehicle.

T

he sorry saga that is
produced locally by Denel Land
the new infantry combat
Systems (DLS) and its subvehicle (ICV) for the
contractors. Turrets and weapon
South African Army drags on
systems are locally developed
with Armscor indicating “no
and manufactured by DLS as
significant progress” in its
prime contractor.
2020/21 annual report.
The development phase,
The State-owned defence
according to Armscor, was to
and security acquisition
be completed as far back as
agency, operating as a StateMay 2012. That has not yet
owned enterprise (SOE) in
happened and the expected
Minister Thandi Modise’s
new completion date is
Department of Defence and
December 2023.
Military Veterans, notes
The report continues with
delays are mainly attributed
a sombre overview pointing
to technical and financial
out, among others on the Ratel
challenges in Denel. During
replacement, its successor had
the reporting period, it has
not reached product baseline
become clearer Denel is
establishment by the end of
experiencing an increasing
the reporting period, failing two
lack of capacity and capability
rounds of performance tests.
and this has exacerbated
“Turret, vehicle platform
delays on the programme.
and level system development
The programme, Project Hoefyster, will see the landward service of activities for the fire support,
The programme, Project
the SA National Defence Force (SANDF) replace its ageing Ratel
Hoefyster, will see the
command, mortar and missile
fleet, in service for over 45 years, with nearly 250 Badger ICVs
landward service of the
variants are late due to Denel
SA National Defence Force
prioritising completion of the
(SANDF) replace its ageing Ratel fleet, in service for over 45
section variant development. The industrialisation of vehicle
years, with nearly 250 Badger ICVs.
assembly at Denel Vehicle Systems (DVS) has not shown
The Armscor report has it Hoefyster originally comprised
any significant progress since the previous reporting period,
five combat variants including logistic support and
due mainly to parts shortages as a result of non-payment of
ammunition with four new variants added with the approval
suppliers.
of an acquisition plan by the Armaments Acquisition Council
“Delivery of the first battalion of 88 vehicles was
(AAC) on 13 February 2013. The quantity of 238 combat
contractually scheduled to be completed by May 2019. This
vehicles was increased to 244 after approval to increase
date was not achieved due to delays in development and the
advance payments. 21 vehicle platforms were delivered by
industrialisation process. The latest indicated delivery date
Patria from Finland, while the remaining vehicle platforms are
for the first battalion is December 2024.”

How China’s new privacy law will
impact businesses in South Africa

I

n the case of South Africa-China ties, 2021 marks 23
years of diplomatic and economic relations between the
two allies. As of July 2021, imports from China to South
Africa accounted for 19.4% of South Africa’s imports, while
exports to China from South Africa amounted to 12.6%.
From the above statistics it can be safely deduced that
South Africa will seek to protect and maintain all trade
relations it has with China, and considering South Africa’s
current economic climate, it has become heavily reliant on
trade with, and investment from China, for economic growth
and development.
One of the latest developments regarding global data
protection, is the implementation of the Protection of
Personal Information Act (POPIA) in South Africa, and the
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passing of the Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL) in
the People’s Republic of China.
Therefore, South African businesses who have trade
relations with China, and who fail to comply with its data
privacy laws, run the risk of dire financial implications.
PIPL was passed by the National People’s Congress on
20 August 2020 and is expected to come into force on 1
November 2021.
The purposes of PIPL are:
• To protect personal information rights and interests
• To standardise personal information handling activities
• To safeguard the lawful, orderly, and free flow of personal
information and



• To stimulate the reasonable use of personal information.
China’s new data privacy law calls for all foreign
businesses to become PIPL-compliant when handling
personal information of Chinese data subjects. This may
introduce more challenges to foreign businesses who will
have to determine how to exercise their own domestic data
privacy laws, while also complying with the provisions of
PIPL, in the hope of maintaining any trade relations they may
have with China.
The common
purpose between
POPIA and PIPL, is
that both pieces
of legislation
aim to protect
the personal
information
and rights of
data subjects,
highlights the
importance of
having justified
legal grounds for
the processing
of personal
information, and
provides guidance
on how to process
said personal
information.
The key
difference
between the two
is that PIPL allows
for the processing
of information
(through stringent
provisions) of its
data subjects
beyond its
borders, whereas
POPIA allows for
the processing
of data within
South Africa.
Although Section
72 of POPIA
makes provision
for transfers
of personal
information of
its data subjects
outside of South
Africa, the security
around it is not as
stringent as PIPL.

responsibilities, will order correction or confiscate any
unlawful income, where personal information is handled in
violation of PIPL or where personal information is handled
without adopting the necessary security measures. In
instances where correction from the department is ordered
and in turn refused, a fine of not more than CN¥1 000 000
(currently converted to R2 341 000) will be imposed, and
the directly responsible person / personnel in charge, will be
fined between CN¥10 000 to ¥100 000 (currently converted
to R23 410 to R234 100).

Implications
of non-compliance
In terms of
PIPL, Chinese
departments
fulfilling personal
information
protection
duties and
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Paramount develops add-on

armour for its Mbombe 4 IFV vehicle

P

aramount Group, the global
technology and aerospace
business, has announced
that new add-on armour has been
developed for its next generation
Mbombe 4 Infantry Fighting
Vehicle (IFV), resulting in some of
the highest levels of protection
that can be achieved globally by
an armoured vehicle in its class.
The Mbombe 4 was first
launched in 2019, designed
for local manufacturing within
customer countries, in response
to governments wanting to
develop their own defence
industrial capabilities.
The vehicle has successfully completed a series of extreme
trials with several armed forces around the world, with notable
customers including the United Arab Emirates and India, the
latter having a localised variant called Kalyani M4.
Paramount specialises in the creation of portable
manufacturing facilities through technology and skills
transfer. The group has produced a range of advanced
armoured and mine protected vehicles.
The Mbombe 4 performs with a burst speed of 140km/h,
has an 800km operating range and benefits from an
independent suspension system, which is designed to
optimally meet the increasing demand for outstanding
protection with mobility.
Key features of Mbombe 4 include Paramount Grouppioneered flat-floor mine protection technologies and a
distinct, rear-door ramp design. The ease of access provided
by the rear-door ensures the rapid deployment of the crew
while the vehicle is static or on the move.

Paramount says the vehicle
is already recognised as one of
the best protected armoured
vehicles in the world, adding that
newly tested and certified add-on
armour increases the vehicle’s
protection to cover all Level 3
threats within North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (Nato) Stanag 4569,
the Nato standards agreement.
Designed to be quickly
replaceable in the field, the addon armour provides a lightweight
shielding system that adds the
least possible weight to the
vehicle, while providing maximum
security against multi-hit ballistic threats, artillery shell
fragments and close proximity improvised explosive device
explosions.
Importantly, the design includes the same full levels of
protection for the engine and engine bay, without decreasing
the effectiveness of the engine cooling system.
This development of enhanced add-on armour is the
latest in a series of significant announcements regarding the
exceptional performance of the Mbombe 4 and its rollout
across strategic partner countries globally.
“Providing next-generation survivability and mission
efficiency is a cornerstone of our Land Systems division.
We are dedicated to continually researching and developing
highly-customised solutions to meeting the asymmetrical
security challenges of 2021 and into the next decades. This
is a mission imperative to our business and one that has
ensured steady growth in our partnerships worldwide,” says
Paramount Land Systems executive John Craig.

Gear Ratio up for sale

F

inancially-embattled State-owned defence industrial group
Denel has finally initiated its long-trailed plan to dispose of
what it considers to be ‘non-core’ assets. It has published
a newspaper notice calling for expressions of interest from
companies interested in buying Denel Gear Ratio, a unit of
Denel Vehicle Systems.
According to its website, Denel Gear Ratio produces
power shift transmissions, transfer gearboxes, axles,
transaxles, torque converters, traction gears and wheel
stations. Its portfolio “ranges from in-house custom-designed
and manufactured solutions to standard drive-train options
developed in partnership with strategically selected worldclass partners”.
Denel Gear Ratio specialises in manufacturing items
like axles (such as making Casspir axles under license),
maintaining Rooikat and G6 power packs, refurbishing Casspir
and Mamba axles and Olifant transmission systems. In
addition, Gear Ratio does commercial work (50%), mainly for
Bell trucks.
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The disposal of Gear Ratio has been dubbed Project
Emerald by Denel. Interested companies had until October
11 to register with Denel. Potential bidders must provide their
full company name, a short description of their company, the
reason for their interest in Gear Ratio, their current black
economic empowerment rating and their website address. All
this information had to be provided by email.
In its notice, Denel also listed other key elements of
the process. The group would not facilitate, in any way, any
vendor. Bidders had to have the required funds, and provide
proof of this, to timeously conclude the deal. Bidders had
to be companies and/or investors in good standing. Finally,
bidders had to show the necessary knowledge of the sector in
which Gear Ratio functioned.
Because of Covid-19 safety protocols, Denel emphasised
that it would not allow physical enquiries regarding Project
Emerald, at any of its offices. Those companies seeking to bid
for Gear Ratio were due to be fully informed of the selection
criteria and the bid submission process on October 18.

Integral Machine Tools

appointed South African agent for
Bodor Laser cutting systems
Company manufactures fiber laser cutting systems from basic 1/2kW up to 30kW.

I

ntegral Machine Tools have
announced that they have been
appointed the agents for Jinan Bodor
Laser, a worldwide operating Chinese
manufacturer of flat sheet, plate, coil
and tube fiber laser cutting machines.
Integral Machine Tools was
established in 2020 and represent
Okuma, manufacturers of CNC
machines for metal removal and
shaping and were appointed earlier
this year to represent Bodor Laser. Integral Machine Tools also
represents suppliers who produce a variety of conventional
and CNC equipment, encompassing a range of applications
and processes, and tooling for the equipment.
Based in Jinan, Shandong, China Bodor was established
in 2008 and is among the top 10 laser cutting machine
manufacturers in China. Initially the company began
manufacturing CO2 lasers but has
now turned its full attention to the
manufacture of fiber laser cutting
machines in its 27 000m² facility.
Bodor manufactures machines
that are dedicated to cutting sheet
and plate, those that are dedicated to
cutting tube and others that combine
both sheet and tube cutting. Machines
manufactured for sheet and plate
cutting are configured to have an open
bed with a gantry cross beam, as is in the case of plasma or
oxy fuel cutting machines, or a fully enclosed machine. The
tube cutting machines are fully enclosed in the cutting area.
P-series
The fully covered P-series for sheet cutting has a working
area of between 3 000mm by 1 500mm and 8 100mm by
2 500mm and laser source of between 1kW and 12kW. The
P3015 is the most popular fiber laser machine and features
include a cast iron bed that lasts forever, cast aluminium
crossbeam, Bodor Pro 2.0 operating
system, auto focus laser head, touchscreen
with double HD cameras, automatic nozzle
changer, full protection cover, wireless
remote control handle and two automatic
exchange platform systems.
S-series
The S-series is a bigger version of the
P-series that can be equipped with a 40kW
power source. Working area on these
machines is 4 000mm by 2 000mm.
Tube laser cutting
The T230 is a tube laser cutting machine specialised

or tube is 6 500mm.

in cutting various tube shapes and
its automatic loading and unloading
system makes operation easier and
faster. Laser output on these machines
is from 1kW up to 4kW and pipe
cutting capabilities are between 20mm
and 230mm and for square tube
20mm by 20mm up to 160mm by
160mm. Rectangular tube edge
dimensions are 20mm and maximum
170mm. Maximum length of pipe

F-T-series
The machines manufactured for sheet and tube cutting,
the F-T-series, have bed sizes between 3 000mm by 1 500mm
right up to the E6020T, which has a bed size of 6 100mm by
2 000mm. Laser output on these machines are from 1kW up
to 4kW and pipe cutting capabilities
are between 20mm and 200mm and
for square tube 20mm by 20mm up to
140mm by 140mm. Rectangular tube
dimensions are 20mm and maximum
200mm. Minimum lengths are between
3 000mm and 6 000mm.
E-series
The E-series of machines for sheet
and plate cutting have bed sizes
between 3 000mm by 1 500mm right up to the E8025, which
has a bed size of 8 100mm by 2 500mm. Laser output on
these machines are from 1kW up to 6kW.
Where possible Bodor manufactures its products using
equipment supplied by Precitec, SMC Electric, Beckhoff,
Neugart and Rexroth. Automatic nozzle changers are included
and the operating system is the Bodor Pro 2.0.
Bodor Laser was a recipient of a Reddot Design award in
2018 for the company’s plate cutting machine.
Sales and service
Bodor Laser have shown their
commitment to the local industry by
seconding a service and installation
technician and a sales representative
to South Africa for the next 18 months
and has supplied R2.5 million worth of
spares, consumables and backup parts
to Integral Machine Tools. The company
has approximately 70 machines operating
in South Africa, which are also serviced
by laser machine trained personnel from
service company Genesis Machine Tool Services.
For further details contact Integral Machine Tools on
TEL: 072 397 9956 or 074 373 7503
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Thompson Machine Tools celebrates
50 years in the machine tool industry

The current directors of the Thompson Machine Tool Group Gavin Kriek, Fred Thompson (Chairman), Philip Thompson (MD)
and Thomas Zackey

“

S

urviving 50 years in the machine tool business
is a significant achievement and we would like to
sincerely thank all our clients, suppliers and friends
in the industry that have supported us during this period,”
commented Philip Thompson, MD of the company.
“We have endured the ups and downs of the industry in
this time but have always maintained a positive attitude and
taken steps to ensure that the business continued to grow,”
remarked Philip.
The privately held company was started by Philip’s
brothers Fred and the late Frank Thompson in 1971. Fred is
Chairman of the Thompson Machine Tool Group and remains
an active partner in the business today. Frank started his own
business Harp Machine Tools in 1985 and sadly passed away
in 2018.
Initially the primary focus of the business was on used
machine tools but also on locally made Colchester type lathes
and sheetmetal machines. Capstan lathes were part of the
mix as well.
Thompson Machinery, as the company was originally
known as, subsequently changed its name to Thompson
Machine Tools. As time moved on additional companies
focusing on the metalworking industry were started and
eventually a holding company – Thompson Machine Tool
Group – was formed.
At one stage the Group comprised of seven companies and
was made up of Thompson Machine Tools, which still services
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the used machine tool segment. The other companies include
Craft Industrial Equipment, which was originally known as
Craft Machine Tools (established 1988), a company that
imports and sells locally new machine tools, Interprovince
Engineering Supplies, a company that caters for the machine
tool spares and accessories market, auctioneering company
Trackman Auctioneers, financing business FKF Finance and
Trison Machine Movers.
Fred (79), an Irishman born in Belfast and one of eight
siblings, emigrated to South Africa in 1963, following his
brother Frank. Being part of a large family with a strong
association, Fred has always included those close to him in
his business. As a 16-year-old apprentice brother Philip (65)
joined the company in 1972 and in 1980 sisters Isabelle and
Shirley joined the company on the administration side. Philip
is now the MD of the Group.
The sisters are no longer part of the business with Isabelle
having retired after 27 years and Shirley having emigrated
to the US. But still keeping it in the family, Isabel’s daughter
Cheryl joined the company as Administration Manager, taking
over from Isabelle.
The fourth of the brothers, John was also briefly a
director of the company before moving to Canada. John has
subsequently returned to South Africa and is now involved
with Frank’s business.
Isabelle’s husband Patrick Zackey (73) came on board
when Interprovince Engineering Supplies was formed in 1987 

The founders of the Group Fred and the late Frank
Thompson

and was Sales Director until he retired in 2013.
Fred’s son Ryan (46) was with the company for six
years as well before emigrating to Australia. Fred’s
eldest son Danny (52) joined the family business in
1990 and was Sales Director responsible for new
machine tool sales and the auctioneering aspect of
the business before following his brother to Perth,
Australia in 2016.
Subsequently Isabelle and Patrick’s son Anton
also joined the company on the sales and marketing
side. However, Anton has now emigrated to Perth
in 2015. Brother Thomas freelanced for the group
with business partner Gavin Kriek, under GT Mobile
Machine Tools for six years before buying his father’s
shares.
The first non-family member to be appointed a
director of the company was Gavin Kriek. He was
appointed to the position in 2014, the same time
when the company name changed to Craft Industrial
Equipment.
Although all the businesses contribute
significantly to the bottom line, Craft Industrial
Equipment has emerged as an important arm of the
Group.
“We only started selling imported new machine
tools in the mid-nineties,” commented Philip
Thompson. “We realised at the time that with the
advent of CNC, technology in machine tools was
growing rapidly and we needed to be able to offer
our clients an alternative to a used conventional
machine tool. Today of course there are many used
CNC controlled machine tools in the market but at
the time when we entered the market there were only
a few available.”
“We have kept Craft Industrial Equipment
relatively small in terms of the number of
international builders that we represent but we cover
a significant portion of the disciplines required for
metal removal, cutting or forming. The principles
we represent manufacture machines for turning,
milling, drilling, laser, plasma and oxy-fuel cutting,
press brake, guillotine, plate rolling and punching
operations,” explained Philip Thompson.
“The Feeler CNCs cover a comprehensive range
for all precision engineering applications with CNC
turning centers and vertical machining centers being
the primary offerings.”
“The other companies that Craft represents are



these two races. There
more focused on the
are many, many more
conventional side but
kilometres that have
with all the modern day
been run in training and
technical requirements.
other races, too many to
These include the Winaccount for.
Ho horizontal lathes
Some perceive Fred’s
and gap bed lathes up
approach as arrogant
to a five metre turning
but in reality it is all
length.”
part of his professional,
“We also have our
dedicated and
own range of machines
determined approach
which we have aptly
to his businesses and
branded Craft. All this
leisure activities.
equipment is imported
Horse racing and
from Taiwan and China
more particularly as an
and fit into the entry
owner, has been a big
level segment of the
part of Fred’s life since
market. They are a
1975. He and his late
range of conventional
brother Frank, through
machine tools and
their brother-in-law
include centre lathes,
A picture of the directors, all of them family, before emigration and retirement:
Bill Leathem, became
band saws, turret mills,
Danny Thompson, Patrick Zackey, Philip Thompson, Fred Thompson
interested in racing, met
radial arm drills, surface
and Ryan Thompson
trainer Roy Howe and
grinders, press brakes
started buying horses.
and guillotines.”
Fred and Frank were loyal patrons of Howe’s from the mid“For those clients wanting to make that initial step into the
1970s until his death in 2001. With over 98 winners and 100
CNC arena Craft also offers a reliable entry level CNC turning
places, they have achieved some measure of achievement in
center and machining center.”
the sport. Their first runner, Art Royal, won five times but the
Over the years the Group has been very instrumental in
biggest thrill came with a horse called To & Fro, which won
upholding the standards of the members of the Used Machine
the Gilbeys Stakes and Merchants Handicap, both feature
Tool Merchants Association of South Africa (UMTMA), an
races in 1978. The gelding eventually registered 10 wins and
association that Fred and his brother Frank were founding
eight places from 21 starts. Other good performers included
members of in 1980. Fred has served as Chairman on a
Captain’s Jewel and Dr Lu, who each won six races. Fred and
number of occasions and has been a long serving, active
Frank were regular weekly race goers – and among the bestcommittee member. He was at one point an advisor to the dtic
dressed ones.
on imported used machine tools as well. The Thompson Group
Philip jokes that he has become a wine connoisseur
is also a member of the Machine Tool Merchants Association
over the years, having visited numerous wine farms and
of South Africa (MTMA), a body that has companies dealing in
exhibitions, both locally and internationally. He is also a keen
new machine tools as its members.
golfer “although I am mostly in the rough,” said Philip.
Brother Philip has followed in Fred’s footsteps and was
Brother-in-law Patrick Zackey, who is now retired and was
Chairman of the UMTMA from 2008 until 2010.
a director, joined the company in 1982 when Interprovince
An important date in the Group’s history was in 1988
Engineering Supplies was established. He adopted the
when they built their own 3 000m² facility in Hamburg Road,
Thompson family hard work ethic and was instrumental in the
Apex Industrial Site, Benoni, Gauteng.
success of the machine tool spares and accessories business.
“We moved from a factory that was very old and not
“When we started we were an unknown but I believed in
conducive to the image we were trying to portray. The modern
the ‘mobile’ delivery philosophy. I would load up my delivery
facility, which still looks as though we moved in yesterday, has
van with numerous different tools and go and visit engineering
dedicated areas for the different aspects of our businesses
companies. They would purchase their requirements and have
including a service and refurbishing department. In addition
instant delivery,” commented Patrick.
we installed three 16-ton overhead cranes that gave us
Before emigrating Fred’s eldest son Danny was very
the flexibility to quickly and easily move machines around
successful in his chosen leisure activity of bodybuilding and
which we were not able to do previously,” explained Philip
represented his province at SA Champs on a number of
Thompson.
occasions.
Chairman Fred Thompson lists running and horse racing
Looking forward, the directors of the Group would like
as something he does after hours. Like the energy that he has
to see South African machine tool users become more
put into the business over the years Fred has done the same
responsible in preventative maintenance with their equipment.
for his leisure pursuits. Running is a way of life for Fred and
“The same 30-year-old machine tool in the UK would be
so is selling machine tools. It is life itself that he is passionate
like a Rolls Royce compared to one of similar age in South
about and this exudes in all his mannerisms.
Africa. In fact I think it would have already been confined to
A solid, upright and lucid citizen, and Fred may feel
the scrap heap,” said Fred Thompson.
uncomfortable at being labelled a hero, but any man that
“It is very sad to see how our families have been split up
has completed the Comrades Marathon (90 kms of sweat
by emigration. But then if you look at my five siblings that are
and blood and arguably the greatest ultramarathon in the
still alive, we have been adventurous as well. Four of us are
world) 20 times, and the Two Oceans Marathon 25 times, is
still living in South Africa and Shirley is in the US.”
someone that must have guts, determination and a will to
For further details contact the Thompson Machine Tool
succeed in life. Put into perspective that is close to running to
Group on TEL: 011 845 2030
Cape Town and back from Johannesburg, and that is just in
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Recruiting for the manufacturing
and engineering sectors

The shortage of potential employees in the manufacturing and engineering sectors
is a serious challenge that merits a serious response.

T

oo many companies react
to employee needs by
scrambling to fill the holes
as they appear. And then they do
not know who to turn to because
the general recruitment agency
that they use for administrative
staff does not understand the
industry we are working in
and what type of candidate is
needed. Other channels such as
newspapers or social media sites
can produce numbers because
of the high unemployment rate
in South Africa but it is highly
likely that the vast majority of the CVs submitted will not be
suitable and can waste plenty of time. In this process potential
employees can be missed because they get lost amongst the
many.
To address the situation a specialist recruitment agency –
Trading Places – has been established by partners that now
have many years of experience in the manufacturing sector,
working in the engineering industry and also supplying product
to industry and academia.
“We have been involved in the manufacturing sector
from many different aspects and in many different industries
feeding the sector,” said Ryan Scott, one of the founding
partners of Trading Places.
“We are trained technicians and have worked in industrial
businesses on the manufacturing side before changing
careers to be importers and suppliers of high-end software
and equipment that is used in the many different segments of
manufacturing. We also started a company to concentrate on
training and upskilling personnel that are already employed or
are individuals seeking to enhance their skillset and become
more attractive to being employed.”
“There are multiple career paths and many opportunities
available for those that want to work in the manufacturing
sector. Manufacturing offers interesting and challenging work
but recruiting and training people to fulfill careers in the
industry is also becoming a challenge.”
“For many years now we have heard the constant chatter
of ‘I can’t find skilled and reliable staff’. Or ‘I had a trusted
guy that I trained and now he has moved for 10 cents more
an hour.’ We decided it was time to help our clients in their
hour of need and open up a manufacturing and engineering
recruitment consultancy.”
“We at Trading Places have the knowledge and skills to
source and screen candidates before referring them. With
more than 23 years’ experience in CNC manufacturing our
backgrounds include machining, CAD/CAM software for aiding
the design and manufacturing processes, providing solutions
for the tooling, production engineering, sheet metal, metal
fabrication, stone, and woodworking industries. Additionally we
are very active in coordinate measuring and other measuring

requirements, portable inspection,
portable scanning, reverse
engineering, inspection and 3D
printing and scanning.”
“Our expertise provides us
with an in-depth understanding
of the requirements this industry
demands. We have collaborated
with employers of all sizes, and
with a large database of highly
skilled candidates, we find the
perfect match between talent and
company.”
“Initially we will be
concentrating on the blue collar
sector up to foreman and workshop manager status. If we
see from a candidate’s CV that they are lacking in some skills
we will offer them training at our iKusasa Training Centre, a
merSETA accredited, level 2 B-BBEE training facility.”
“We also want to recruit a wide spread of engineering
talent with the advanced skill-sets required for the engineering
and manufacturing technologies of tomorrow. Many company’s
efforts are now focussed on the most up-to-date engineering
skills including robotics, artificial intelligence, data science,
design for assembly and advanced manufacturing project
management.”
“We are also recruiting for other manufacturing industries
in the South Africa, to fill the jobs of the future. Many of these
are associated with advanced technology, materials and
engineering processes across a range of industry sectors.”
“The Trading Places website is being populated from two
aspects: Looking to hire and job hunting. Our recruitment
expert Annalize Henning, who has been in the recruiting
business since 2006, is compiling lists of quality CVs with
known capabilities for permanent and short-term positions.”
“At the moment these skills and capabilities include
fitters, assemblers, foremen, machine operators and setters,
maintenance engineers, metalworkers, metrologists and
other measurement engineers and technicians, operations
supervisors, toolmakers, quality assurance managers,
forklift drivers, machine programmers, maintenance and
workshop managers, workshop technicians, injection
moulding specialists and machine setters, mechanical and
manufacturing engineers, quality controllers and more.”
“Both employers and job seekers can also sign up for our
monthly newsletter and our top 10 candidates list.”
“Besides our own promotional activities we will also be
using social media channels such as LinkedIn and Pnet to
recruit and advertise.”
“It is our intention to become the catalyst for sourcing and
supplying personnel for the manufacturing and engineering
sectors.”
For further details contact Trading Places Manufacturing
Recruitment on TEL: 010 541 1540 or visit
www.trading-places.co.za
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Ford modernises and expands
manufacturing and assembly line
in Silverton for the all-new Ranger
pickup truck production

Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mill – one of the largest 5-axis machining
centers to be installed in South Africa – is part of investment.

Ford SA have invested in an Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mill that will be used to service the dies and moulds used on the Jier
stamping line that Ford SA have invested in. The Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mill, powered with a Siemens 840Dsl CNC
control, has been installed by technicians from Emco Mecof in Italy. Contracted to support the installation and service the machine in future is
WD Hearn Machine Tools

T

he high-profile US$1.05 billion investment by Ford
South Africa (Ford SA) to modernise and expand its
manufacturing facility in the Silverton plant to support
expanded production of the all-new Ranger pickup truck is
starting to take shape with the installation of a number of
machines that will be seen for the first time in South Africa.
Assembly of the Ranger is scheduled to begin in 2022.
The US$686 million investment in technology, upgrades
and new facilities at the Silverton plant will support highquality, efficient production of the all-new Ranger.
“Our key objectives with the US$1.05 billion investment
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in the Silverton Assembly Plant and our supplier facilities are
to expand our production capacity, and to introduce the most
advanced technologies and systems as we modernise our
manufacturing operations to bring them in line with the best
in the world,” says Ockert Berry, VP Operations at Ford South
Africa.
When the next-generation Ranger is launched in 2022,
the facility will have an annual installed capacity for 200 000
vehicles – which is nearly double the 110 000 units it was
capable of when production of the current Ranger pickup
began in 2011, and a significant increase from the 168 000 

The Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mill during
installation

units prior to the commencement of the latest investment.
Modernised, more efficient, higher-volume assembly line
To realise the new production targets, the Silverton plant’s
assembly line has undergone an extensive transformation
focused on wide-ranging upgrades to modernise the facility,
enhance efficiency and improve production quality throughout
the plant. Additionally, Ford is currently constructing an all-new
Body Shop and Stamping Plant on the Silverton site, along
with a new in-house Frame Line in the adjacent Tshwane

The key bodywork stamping equipment was one of the biggest
equipment investments. The Jier stamping plant includes a
2 500-ton press, a 1 800-ton press and three 1 000-ton presses.
The Jier stamping production line adopts automatic die change
technology and will be pressing body parts for the new Ranger series

Automotive Special Economic Zone (TASEZ).
Most of the assembly line changes were completed during
a strategic seven-week shutdown of the plant in July and
August this year, with construction and engineering teams
swooping in to remove the old equipment and install the latest
technologies and production systems.
“The seven-week shutdown enabled us to implement the
largest and most comprehensive upgrade and modernisation of
the Silverton Assembly Plant to date,” says Plant Manager Tim
Day. “Our entire focus is on being world-class and comparable 
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facility, which was launched in
with the best Ford manufacturing
September last year, has also
plants globally. This is essential
been completed. The fitted
as we work towards delivering
wheels and tyres are now
the required production volumes
automatically sequenced onto
and achieving the highest quality
the assembly line via the roof of
levels for our customers.”
the main plant, eliminating the
“The biggest change has
use of trolleys and the movement
been a total redesign of the
of vehicles and people. A series
plant layout,” Day says. “The
of latest-generation wheel and
progressive evolution of the
headlight alignment booths
plant saw it growing organically
are another important new
over the years, which resulted
feature of the plant upgrades,
in a less-than-ideal layout.
complemented by a rigorous
Accordingly, we’ve completely
new water test facility that uses
reworked the assembly line to
Aside from the immensely complex logistics of keeping a fasthigh-pressure jets to pinpoint any
maximise efficiency through the
moving assembly line running optimally, ergonomics has gained
water
intrusion into the cabin of
vehicle assembly and validation
new emphasis for the operators too. Most notably, the shift from
the vehicle.
processes.”
fixed vehicle carriers to a flexible new skillet system has
“We’ve removed roughly a
transformed the way individual tasks are performed by
employees on the line
Jier stamping plant
kilometre and 20 transactions
The key bodywork stamping
out of the previous assembly line
equipment was one of the biggest equipment investments.
flow by eliminating the back-and-forth movement of vehicles
The Jier stamping plant includes a 2 500-ton press, a 1 800within the plant during the various stages of production,” he
ton press and three 1 000-ton presses. The Jier stamping
adds. “This will result in all of the manufacturing processes
production line adopts automatic die change technology and
and quality checks being performed in the zone where it’s
will be pressing body parts for the new Ranger series.
manufactured, contributing towards greater efficiency and
more effective quality control before the vehicle moves to the
Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mill
next station.”
Traditionally 5-axis mills were built and marketed for the
domain of aerospace and power generation manufacturers.
High-tech skillet system with moving platforms
However, the adoption of 5-axis machining centers
Aside from the immensely complex logistics of keeping a
has increased for the automotive industry, tool and die
fast-moving assembly line running optimally, ergonomics has
manufacturing, mould operations and other industries that
gained new emphasis for the operators too. Most notably, the
require precision and flexible machining done in the shortest
shift from fixed vehicle carriers to a flexible new skillet system
possible time, in recent years. There are many advantages to
has transformed the way individual tasks are performed by
implementing 5-axis machining. A few of the more common
employees on the line.
ones are that 5-axis machining allows for milling complex
“We did away with the previous vehicle carriers and
shapes with one setup, finish with shorter cutters, mill deeper
replicated the skillet system which is used at Ford’s leading
areas and reduce slower EDM processes.
plants around the world, including the Ranger plant in Thailand
To service the dies and moulds used on the Jier stamping
and the F-150 plant in the US,” Day explains. “The skillet
line Ford SA have invested in an Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S
system is far less bulky and restrictive, and eliminates the
5-axis gantry style mill.
various platforms and levels that people had to work around
The Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mill,
previously.”
powered with a Siemens 840Dsl CNC control, has been
With the skillets, the vehicle is automatically raised or
installed by technicians from Emco Mecof in Italy. Contracted
lowered based on the ideal height for the completion of the
to support the installation and service the machine in future is
required assembly task. It can also be adjusted to suit the
WD Hearn Machine Tools.
height of the individual operators – thereby greatly improving
The Emco Mecof DYNAMILL-S 5-axis gantry style mills - one
the ergonomics and working conditions for the employees,
of the largest 5-axis machining centers to be installed in South
improving cycle times and contributing to enhanced safety.
Africa and also the first of its kind has XYZ travels of 5 500mm
“An additional benefit of the skillet system is that it is
by 3 000mm by 1 500mm, a 60kW spindle motor, a table
based on a moving platform, which eliminates the need for the
load on the floor plate of 15 000 kg/m², a M&H probe, a full
operator to continuously reposition themselves to perform the
5-axis Spazio 20 fork type milling head with a e58g high-speed
assembly operations while keeping up with the vehicle as it
spindle and a second one as a spare, a 24-pocket chain-type
progresses down the line,” Day says. “This allows the operators
tool magazine and a video surveillance system.
to focus all of their attention on building the vehicle, driving
The machine is also equipped with Emco Mecof’s
big improvements in efficiency, quality and first-time-through
Teleservice which allows Emco Mecof engineers to be
(FTT).”
connected remotely at any time in case of the need for
The plant has also installed an all-new box line for the
troubleshooting.
Ranger’s load compartment, a new fully automated robotic
This investment at the Ford SA plant in Silverton has
station for the precise application of the windscreen seal,
created around 1 200 incremental jobs by adding a third shift
and a specially designed instrument panel sub-assembly
and the local workforce has increased from the current 4 200
line. There’s also an advanced new ‘Vac and Fill’ facility that
Ford SA employees to approximately 5 000, along with an
integrates the filling of the Ranger’s liquids (fuel, brake fluid
additional 440 jobs at the plant’s on-site service provider. This
and engine coolant) and the air-conditioner gas – the new
takes the total Ford employees at the Silverton facility to over
system replacing the inefficient multi-station configuration
4 100, with 850 people employed at Ford’s Struandale engine
used previously.
plant in Port Elizabeth.
The final integration of the automated wheel and tyre
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Herona Engineering plans ahead

with the introduction of a Victor Vcenter
P136 machining center

H

Rand/Krugersdorp areas
erona Engineering
when it manufactured
has had CNC
kitchen, bathroom
equipment on its
and sanitaryware
floor since 2004 when
products locally and
the company purchased
is now part of the
its first CNC machine - a
Japanese company Lixil
Victor Vturn-26 machining
Corporation.
center. But this precision
“I was already
engineering company,
spending plenty of
based in Delporton,
my spare time at my
Krugersdorp West, has
Dad’s company before
been in existence since
I went off to do my
1982 and had built up a
apprenticeship. Dad’s
sizeable client base and
untimely passing in
reputation before the CNC
2006 meant that I
arrived, by machining
had to take care of his
all of the components
passion at the early age
it manufactured for
The new Victor Vcenter P136 machining center is the first of its model to be
of 32. It was a huge
clients on conventional
installed in South Africa as it was only recently released. The new Vcenter-P136
learning curve for me
equipment. Some of this
vertical machining center is available with XYZ axis travel of 1 360mm by
but I am not the first to
equipment that was first
700mm by 700mm, a powerful Fanuc 0i-MF CNC control unit with
be put in this position
invested in still performs
a 15inch monitor and a robust 12 000rpm spindle powered by a
and although I lost my
standard machining
T8/12000i high torque motor
Dad, I am thankful for
operations that meet the
the opportunity and 15
required specifications.
years later we still have a successful business that he would
The key is matching the process to the component by applying
be proud of.”
cutting techniques and tooling best suited to the material and
“He started off renting a 36m² space inside another factory
machine, according to Rocco Huliciar, the main member of the
before we built our current 700m² facility and moved into it in
company.
1996. We have been very happy here but we are bursting at
“My Dad arrived in South Africa in 1971 as part of the
the seams now and will have to look at extending our space
recruitment to attract skilled tradesmen and technicians to
soon.”
this country. He was a qualified fitter and turner and obtained
“Dad built his business around the first two machines he
his ticket in his country of birth Czechoslovakia and the area
purchased - a manual centre lathe and Bridgeport-type milling
where he was born is now known as Slovakia. To escape the
machine. Both of these machines are still fully operational
communist rule of Czechoslovakia he fled to Austria, a country
today. When I arrived I was very keen to transform to the CNC
that offered him a new life and where he worked in the textile
equipment but Dad was a bit hesitant.”
industry. It was while in Austria that he learnt about the
“For those familiar only with manual or conventional
YMCA, a worldwide youth organisation, offering opportunities
equipment, making
for skilled workers in
the jump to CNC can
the engineering field to
be a scary proposition.
emigrate and work in South
But take heart,
Africa, Australia or New
because more and
Zealand. He chose South
more builders and
Africa because of the
control developers are
wonderful wild life that the
focusing on providing
country has to offer,” said
CNCs with operational
Huliciar.
and programming
Life was not easy for
capabilities that even
the late Jean Huliciar but
the complete novice can
fortunately he had a son
grasp.”
that was very interested
“Essentially we run
in engineering and
a general engineering
qualified as a toolmaker
job shop operation
while working for Cobra
manufacturing
Watertech, a company
components for a variety
that was one of the largest
of industries. A job shop 
employers in the West
The first CNC the company purchased was a Victor Vturn-26 lathe
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metalworking very little call for replacement of broken parts.”
is a make-it-best-you-can environment where almost every
“One of the biggest obstacles to overcome though is trying
new job represents new process challenges. You are a part
to fit into their style of life and not having your family, friends
manufacturer with no volumes to speak of. Not only does it
or network near at hand. For the youngsters it is fine because
perform high-mix, low-volume work, it’s also an environment
they have their whole life ahead to look forward to but for an
where profit or loss hinges on how efficiently the shop can get
established person it is very hard, unless you have plenty of
a job done.”
money but that would be applicable anywhere.”
While the company’s workload has grown considerably
“Of course it didn’t help that after being the boss for so
over the years, it only has five CNC machine tools on the
long I suddenly had to report to a boss. There are many pros
floor, three centre lathes, one turret milling machine, two
and cons but despite the many problems we have here there
universal milling machines, one cylindrical grinder, key seating
and broaching equipment, a couple of band saws and arc
is nothing like home.”
and CO2 welding equipment. Despite this small size Herona
“I came back to South Africa before the COVID-19 Delta
Engineering has been able to grow and thrive with such
variant struck and unfortunately because of the travel
limited numbers is thanks primarily to Huliciar’s dedication to
restrictions imposed by New Zealand I have unable to return
investing in technology and maximising the capabilities of his
back to join my family.”
contractors.
Huliciar says several strategies have enabled the company
New Victor Vcenter P136 machining center
to reach this point. According to him, a shop’s most valuable
“However, it has given me the opportunity to help grow
resource is its contractors, so figuring out how to manage
the company here in South Africa and also invest. We have
and develop them is essential to growth. Having emigrated
stuck with the Victor brand and now have three machining
from Czechoslovakia with nothing but “a suitcase and the
centers and two lathes on the floor. One of the more recent
opportunity to better his life in a democracy,” his father
machines we purchased was the Victor Vcenter 85, which has
instituted a culture of
XYZ travels of 850mm by
self-sufficiency at the
520mm by 560mm.”
company.
“Some years back we
“I continued with
purchased a Victor Vcenter
this culture and I still
130 machining center
put a lot of responsibility
and it has worked like a
on the shoulders of my
trojan horse and still does.
contractors. I have set
However, we have to take
it up so that the more
into account that there will
and harder they work
be a time that we do not
the more they earn. By
want to be caught with a
maximising contractors’
breakdown.”
satisfaction, it allows you
“We do careful,
to drive their development
meticulous research
and the development of
into every machine we
the company. Contractor
purchase. It is not just a
comfort and satisfaction
case of investing in new
means more than meets
technology. When we
the eye.”
purchase a new machine,
One of the more recent machines Herona Engineering purchased was the
“In my case I was able
we look for technology that
Victor Vcenter 85, which has XYZ travels of 850mm by 520mm by 560mm
to explore the opportunity
lets us do something we
of emigrating to New
couldn’t do before.”
Zealand and opening up a similar business there a few years
“The new Victor Vcenter P136 machining center is the
back. I knew that I could leave the business in safe hands
first of its model to be installed in South Africa as it was only
while away for lengthy periods.”
recently released. The new Vcenter-P136 vertical machining
center is available with XYZ axis travel of 1 360mm by 700mm
Move to, and return from New Zealand
by 700mm, a powerful Fanuc 0i-MF CNC control unit with a
“I was fed up with the politics and economic climate
15inch monitor and a robust 12 000rpm spindle powered by a
in South Africa. Like many before I took my family to New
T8/12000i high torque motor.”
Zealand hoping that we would find a better life without the
“Renowned for being a brand built upon quality, stability,
tension that we live under in South Africa. Take the current
rigidity and performance, the new Vcenter-P136 takes these
industrial action and strike that is taking place in the metal
attributes a step further. The new addition to the company’s
and engineering sector at the moment. We have only just
VMC line-up is supplied with a CTS, oil skimmer and much
started to get a bit of momentum going and now we have this
more.”
setback.”
“Many job shops start in a garage with a used mill and
“This is a compounding factor for many business owners
a manual lathe. Essentially we are no different. Like them
as it was for me at the time.”
we have progressed. Making our job shop a more efficient
“New Zealand is an extremely beautiful country,
producer is our goal. Since the beginning we have not
very expensive and has plenty going for it but very little
purchased our equipment with a specific order to put on it.
opportunities, especially for immigrants like myself and even
That’s another machine shop myth we have ignored. So far,
more so if you want to run your own machining business.
anyway, when we’ve bought machines, they give us additional
Materials and labour are expensive and with it being a first
capability and flexibility and our workload has grown into the
world country everything works because it is run by qualified
new capacity.”
people who implement the maintenance programmes, for
For further details contact Herona Engineering on
example. This leads to very little breaking and of course in
TEL: 011 665 4762 or visit www.herona.co.za
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Keeping it in the family –
Guia Engineering

Guia Engineering machine a high-mix of components

N

ext year will mark the 40th anniversary of Guia
Engineering, a precision engineering shop based in
Jet Park, Gauteng. Established in 1982 by Miguel
Magan who qualified as a fitter and turner in Spain before he
emigrated to South Africa in 1968.
“Generally speaking virtually every toolmaker, fitter and
turner or someone with a similar technical or mechanical
qualification that has emigrated from countries like Spain,

Santi Magan, the owner of Guia Engineering
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Italy or Portugal to South Africa has ended up starting their
own machine or general engineering shop after spending the
first few years working for a company when they first arrive
in South Africa. My Dad was no different,” explained Santi
Magan, son of Miguel and the owner of Guia Engineering for
the last 21 years.
“That is another phenomenon in that you will mostly find
that the companies are family owned and run and a high


Guia Engineering occupies 1 250m² of factory space

The most recent of the machines to be purchased was installed in
September 2021. The Doosan Puma 2100GT lathe joins a number of
other Doosans that the company has. The machine has a maximum
swing of 720mm, a maximum turning diameter of 481mm and a
maximum turning length of 1 275mm. The machine was supplied by
Puma Machine Tools

percentage of the time you will find that either the one son
or the brothers have succeeded dad and taken over the
company. Some are even heading into third generation but

The company is not confined only to the popular CNC machining
centers. It also has two Fanuc RoboDrill T14’s that makes quick
work out of any milling, drilling or tapping jobs. It has a
XYZ stroke of 500mm by 400mm by 330mm and a
pallet/table size of 650mm by 400mm

this is less of an occurrence these days because the third
generation sons are not that keen to get involved with the
family business.”



Guia Engineering is a precision engineering shop

The business has been built on the basis of providing production
based machining

“You will also find that these family established
companies have started off small with only a manual centre
lathe and a universal mill at their disposal because that is all
that they can afford. The period is before the time of CNC and
they did not have access to what we have today in the form
of the Internet of Things, AI, CAD/CAM, machine learning and
many other productive tools.”
“It’s not that they set out to run their own business but
because they come from a culture of where there are many
small to medium size family run businesses in many different
industries, it is inevitable that after getting frustrated with
working for a boss, they branch out and start their own

Last year the company purchased a Coord Benchmark 3 CMM,
a high-performance measuring machine, and enclosed it in a
temperature controlled room for accurate results
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company.”
“Life is not easy in the beginning but with an
understanding wife, who will stick by their husband no matter
what and through hard work, long hours and wanting to
succeed, they manage to secure one or two bigger contracts
than what they started off with. This allows them to graduate
from working in a garage type situation and move to a bigger
factory, employ staff and purchase more equipment.”
“From there they continue to grow because of the quality
of their work and their willingness to provide a good service to
their clients.”
“This scenario that I have painted could be true for many
families in South Africa and it does not matter whether he is
Miguel from Portugal or Spain or Mario from Italy.”
“You will also find that the son or sons have worked in
dad’s business on weekends while still at school and have
their dad as their mentor. It is a forgone conclusion that the
son joins the company and then takes over from dad when
dad retires, but not before dad has at least had his 70th
birthday. I know I am generalising but still it has worked
successfully for quite a few family-owned businesses where
the owner has emigrated from Europe. I think you will find
that this scenario is not unique to South Africa. I am sure it
happens all over the world.”
“I started to work with Dad in 1985 and eventually
purchased the business from him in 2000. Dad had built
the business on the basis of providing production based
machining as well as machining spare or replacement parts
for equipment used in FMCG manufacturing companies. If you 

Guia Engineering keeps stock of components for clients

can get the mix right and still achieve the process flexibility
then you are succeeding. But to do this you also have to
surround yourself with the right people and right equipment.”
“Towards the end of the 20th century there were some
big changes that took place in Guia Engineering. Firstly we
purchased our first CNC machine in 1998. It was a Hitachi
Seiki lathe that came with a Fanuc 5T control. Hitachi Seiki
was a strong brand in those days and this is probably why we
purchased it.”
“Then two years later the company ownership changed
hands - to me and Dad went on
retirement. The
transition into
CNC machining at
Guia Engineering
required more
than just a shift
in machining
operations. It
required a new
mindset and
a new way of
running the familyowned business.
Hardest of all, it
required that one
generation let go,
and allow a new
one to step in.”
“I am grateful
though that when
I took over from
my Dad, he got
out of the way.
He let me make
my own mistakes
and learn even
though I already
had 15 years of
experience with
the company.
The transition
for us was not as
complicated as
some people have
it, especially when
there is less time
involved.”
“The big fear
I had in my life
when I took over
the running of
the business was
that I was going
to disappoint
my Dad. It’s a
scary feeling to
think you failed.
There were times
I thought, man,
I’m not going to
make it, but fear
or failure is also a
great motivator.”
“Pretty much
every job shop

looks for process flexibility from the machine tools it selects
to use to people it employs. These shops need to be process
agile because of the nature of the work they do for their
customers. Just like it is important for businesses to remain
flexible we need to as well with our machining.”
“Often jobs are given at short notice and they come with
a short delivery expectation and are short on profit margin.
Therefore it’s necessary to manufacture efficiently to have
a chance of getting the job in the first place. Once in house,
making good parts in ways that make the shop money
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The Hartford LG1000 open fronted vertical machining center that has
a table size of 1 150mm by 510mm. AMP have provided Guia
Engineering with SolidWorks and Mastercam software

The company has purchased three Matrix DLS automated tool
dispensers from Iscar to keep complete accountability of tooling

becomes task number one. It is no wonder then that job
shops tend to be creative in ways that help streamline the
metalworking processes to maximise productive machining
time and minimise costly non-productive time.”
The company’s second CNC purchase only took place
in 2001 - a Topper Tongtai lathe. Thereafter the company
purchased a few Hyundai Wias which were known as Hyundai
Kia. Guia Engineering has not stuck to one brand of machine
builder but rather has built up an array of manufacturers
and will have more than one machine from the same
manufacturer. Today there are 20 CNC machines that the

Guia Engineering can machine between 8 000 and 12 000
components every month
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company has on the floor and the mix is made up of 6 mills
and 14 lathes.
The most recent of the machines to be purchased was
installed in September 2021. The Doosan Puma 2100GT
lathe joins a number of other Doosans that the company has.
The machine has a maximum swing of 720mm, a maximum
turning diameter of 481mm and a maximum turning length of
1 275mm. The machine was supplied by Puma Machine Tools.
This is not the maximum turning length that company is
capable of. Guia Engineering already has a Doosan Puma
400LM lathe that is capable of a turning length up to
2 028mm, a maximum swing of 770mm, a maximum turning
diameter of 590mm.
Prior to the Doosan machine arriving the company
purchased a Hartford LG1000 open fronted vertical machining
center that has a table size of 1 150mm by 510mm, a table
load of 700kgs and XYZ travels of 1 000mm by 510mm by
630mm. The machine was supplied by Redman Engineering
Supplies and is one of two Hartfords on the floor.
Another new machine that has been installed recently is
a Hardinge GS 200 CNC lathe that has a swing of 457mm, a
turning diameter of 284mm and a turning length of 406mm.
What is different about this machine is that it has been
supplied with an Iemca Advantage 66 bar feeder, the first bar
feeder that the company has purchased. The equipment was 

The company has a Doosan Puma CNC lathe that can take
components up to 2 000mm between centres

Another recent purchase is a Hardinge GS 200 CNC lathe
with a barfeeder

Guia Engineering will machine components from bar and
use an Amada bandsaw to cut material

supplied by 600SA Machine Tools.
machine, and enclosed it in a temperature controlled room for
The company is not confined only to the popular CNC
accurate results.”
machining centers. It also has two Fanuc RoboDrill T14 that
“Applying quality standards across all facets of our
makes quick work out of any milling, drilling or tapping jobs.
business, and holding our 25-strong team accountable to
It has a XYZ stroke of 500mm by 400mm by 330mm and a
those standards, has made us a stronger company today.
pallet/table size of 650mm by 400mm.
Our customers noticed too, as we have expanded upon
“We like to look at purchasing at least one new CNC
existing customer relationships while adding dozens of new
every year. Some of the older machines were replaced with
customers.”
newer models to keep up with current trends. In total we have
“In total we machine between 8 000 and 12 000
acquired five new machines over the last three years.”
components every month. They are too numerous to list but
“All our machines have different configurations so we can
some include sockets, plugs, many different housings and
have a high-mix of components that we machine while at the
for one particular client it is components that are used in
same time being very flexible and versatile.”
underground flameproof situations therefore surface finish
“We would all like to operate like a Japanese 5-axis
is critical and of course there must be no porosity in the
aerospace component machining shop that has high-speed
casting.”
machining of high-value components delivering high value“Besides having a very good relationship with FMCG
added machining services to its
clients such as Unilever, Nampak
blue-chip customer list. However,
and Tiger Brands we also supply
this ideal is not really possible
clients in the pump, petrochemical
in South Africa, especially if you
and other pharmaceutical
look at the aerospace industry in
companies.”
our country.”
“We also have an Amada band
“Delivering high-quality parts
saw to cut-to-size the bar work that
is no longer enough to set a
we do. There is a cross-section of
shop above the rest. Advances
metals that we process but the
in technology and equipment
majority is made up of stainless
have made it easier than ever
steel and high alloys.”
for machine shops to deliver
“The software packages we
tight tolerances and complex
use are EdgeCAM and Mastercam
geometries. In order to compete,
for machining and we also have
shops need to do more than
SolidWorks although we don’t
just produce exceptional parts.
offer design services. Most of our
They need a quality-first mindset
clients CAD software or similar
that guides every part of their
and we need to work on similar
business, their service and their
platforms when drawings are
relationship with customers.”
delivered.”
“To get us focused in this
“I want the shop to keep going
mindset we added a further
because I look at this place like an
600m² space to our existing
heirloom. My Dad passed it on to
650m², which we moved into in
me and I would like to pass it on
2005, achieved ISO 9001:2015
as well. But that is way down the
accreditation, acquired three
line and I am still too young. And
Matrix DLS automated tool
as I said previously pushing it to a
dispensers to keep complete
third generation is not always easy
accountability of our tooling
to do these days.”
and then last year purchased a
For further details contact
Coord Benchmark 3 CMM, a
Guia Engineering on
Many different types of components are machined at
high-performance measuring
TEL: 011 823 2522
Guia Engineering
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Seasoned manufacturing

experience leads to new growth at
Reomach Engineering

L

An overview of some of the machines in operation on Reomach Engineering’s 640m² shop floor.
The company is looking to expand this space in the coming future

ike so many small, medium
and micro enterprises in South
Africa, Reomach Engineering
was born out of the need to create
an income. And it wouldn’t take
long before the company turned
into a proudly family-owned and
run business either. Pride and
hard work are the proverb by which
the company operates and the
late Reinold Ernest Oskar Rüster,
who was a qualified fitter and
turner, and established Reomach
Engineering in 1998, would be
extremely proud of what his two
sons have gone on to achieve with
the business since his passing.
Rüster was joined not long
after establishing the business

Hermann, Petra and Edrich Rüster
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by his two sons Hermann Rüster
and Edrich Rüster, both qualified
toolmakers, in 2003, and they
have both helped build the
company to where it is today.
Their mother Petra Rüster has
also played an integral role in
the business and while no longer
actively involved in the day-to-day
functions of general operations,
still has a keen vested interest
in the company and is always
interested in what happening.
The company wouldn’t be where
and what it is today without her
dedication, both Hermann and
Edrich remark.
Based in Somerset West in
the Western Cape, Reomach 

An example of hardware casing components machined by
Reomach Engineering, as well as other various components

Engineering is a well located and well established precision
component manufacturer and supplier to the food industry,
more specifically for the canning and production lines and
machines used for the automation of fruit processing, serving
a number of high profile clients within the wider industry. The
company also refurbishes and reverse engineers components
that are simply no longer available due to various factors.
Reinold Rüster, affectionately known as Reo, who was
schooled in Philippi in the Western Cape, completed his trade
as a qualified artisan at National Portland Cement. He went
on to spend some time in Nababeep in the Northern Cape,

Various components manufactured by Reomach Engineering,
generally for the food processing and canning industries

an old copper-mining town in Namaqualand founded in 1860,
working on the copper mine in the area. From here Reo went
on to work at Somchem, now Rheinmetall Denel Munition (Pty)
Ltd.
He later joined Rainbow Chickens, today known as RCL
FOODS, in 1993, and after being retrenched, Reo, only 58
at the time, took his severance package and decided to
purchase a small Bridgeport-type milling machine and a
Colchester lathe. Working long hours and on weekends out of
the family garage at home, Reo embodied the company’s work
ethic of “Bete und Arbeite”, directly translated meaning: “Pray 
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One of two Fanuc Robodrill vertical machining centers
on the shop floor

and Work”.
The older of the brothers, Hermann, previously worked at
an engineering company in Stellenbosch called Comar where
he completed his trade. Around this time Reo had acquired
a contract for a client that required many long hours of work,
and Hermann would assist with this in the evenings when he
would get home from work as well as on weekends.
When Edrich finished school, he decided to complete his
engineering diploma at Northlink College’s Wingfield Campus.
After qualifying, he too joined the family business and went
on to complete his practical with the family business.
While Reomach Engineering is a precision engineering
firm that delivers the majority of its various engineering
components and equipment to the food and beverage
industry, it also services the water and sanitation, avionics,
aerospace, filling, packaging and poultry industries.
The vast majority of components manufactured are
machined out of food-grade aluminium and stainless steel,
but various components are also machined from plastic,
carbon steel and mild steel. This all depends on what the
clients wants.
Facilities
Once more work started to flow in, and the business
became a little too big to continue operating from the family’s
double garage, Reo decided to purchase the industrial erf
in Somerset West from which all operations still take place

Reomach has a number of CNC machining centers
on their shop floor
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Lathes in operation on the shop floor

today. Comprising 640m² under roof, with a further building
that is currently tenanted, Reomach Engineering employs 26
people. Edrich jokes that the shop floor is already too small
and they will be looking to expand into the adjacent building
in time to come.
“This time of the year is always extremely busy for us,”
explains Hermann, with the fruit industry fast approaching
a demanding harvest season that can run from November
through to March, so it is no wonder that a particular project
for a box building equipment and automated machinery
production line is keeping the brothers on their toes at the
moment.
On the shop floor
Currently on the shop floor are two Fanuc Robodrill
vertical machining centers, two Leadwell vertical machining
centers, a SMEC vertical machining center and the brand
new SINO SP1020 Gantry CNC Milling Machine. The majority
of the machines have been supplied by WD Hearn Machine
Tools, and the new machine takes pride of place on the floor.
There are also three lathes that are currently in use. Edrich
remarks that there is also room in the future for a further
milling machine and a further lathe.
SINO SP1020 Gantry CNC Milling Machine
The new machine is fully equipped with a Fanuc Series
0i-Model F Plus control (the majority of the machines



The new SINO SP1020 Gantry CNC Milling Machine features a
Fanuc Series 0i-Model F Plus control

An example of a large component
machined by Reomach Engineering

Reomach Engineering have the capabilities
to design, precision engineer and
manufacture specialised components

Plastic components are also machined by
Reomach Engineering

at Reomach
Engineering are
equipped with
Fanuc controls)
that features
significantly
enhanced basic
functions. It is
equipped with
the latest control
technology for fine
surface machining
and reducing
cycle time, and
with customisable
functions that
can flexibly create
screens suitable
for machine tools.
The 3-axis
high rigidity heavy
cutting double
column machine
itself offers a
worktable size of
1 000mm x
2 000mm,
XYZ travels of
2 050mm x 1
100mm x 600mm,
a load capacity
of 3.5 tons and a
spindle speed of
7 000rpm.
“Having this
machine opens us
up to more work
as well bigger
work,” says Edrich.
Projects
One particular
project currently
being worked on
is for a production
line machine
that removes
the skins from
apricots before
they are cut in
halves. It is not a
new machine, but
rather one that is
being completely
refurbished and its 
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Various components manufactured by Reomach Engineering, generally
for the food processing and canning industries

The XYZ travels on the new SINO SP1020 Gantry CNC
Milling Machine are 2 050mm x 1 100mm x 600mm, it has a
load capacity of 3.5 tons and a spindle speed of 7 000rpm.
The machine was supplied by WD Hearn Machine Tools

design improved upon, as well as having its size and capacity
manufactured include hardware casings for the aerospace
increased. Hermann has done the design work behind the
industry and components for sorting machines that can for
project himself on Solidworks – but other clients also bring
example decipher between different fruit sizes and weights.
their own designs to Reomach Engineering for particular
This also includes components manufactured specifically for
projects, says Hermann.
the conveyor belts used in conjunction with these machines
The brothers describe the business as a jobbing shop
and can also include components used for box folding, gluing
in the sense that they won’t generally manufacture large
and packaging. Reomach Engineering has also developed
numbers of specific components, but rather precision
meat cutting components for machines used in the poultry
engineer and manufacture smaller production runs of the
industry.
various components. Typically around 8 000 to 10 000
Fortunately COVID-19 didn’t have a major impact on the
components will be manufactured on a monthly basis, all
business and very quickly the company was able to get back
dependent on client requirements. Reomach Engineering
to normal operations as an essential services business. The
won’t turn someone away and relationship building has been
same can be said of loadshedding and the brothers have
at the heart of the business since day one – many clients
invested in a decent generator that keeps everything running
have been clients of theirs
at full capacity thereby
for years, and the brothers
alleviating any downtime.
say they are always happy to
Mounting plates
welcome new ones.
and various jigs are
Two of the machines
manufactured in-house on
on the floor have 4-axis
a daily basis, and, linked to
capabilities and this allows
this, is an in-house quality
the machining of complex
control manager who ensures
parts fairly easily with the
tight tolerances and high
aid of Mastercam. Another
standards are always met
investment has been in
before components leave
the employees and each
to their respective clients.
operator has been trained
Reomach Engineering is yet
on the use of the software
another fine South African
and how to operate their
example of hard work bearing
particular machines, ensuring
fruit for those that are
a level of responsibility and
prepared to put in the effort.
accomplishment each time a
For further details contact
component or production run
Reomach Engineering on
is completed.
In-house quality control is strictly applied to each and every component TEL: 021 851 9597 or visit
Other components
https://www.reomach.co.za
before they are allowed to be shipped to clients
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PRODUCTION

Super effectiveness is required
for machining superalloys

S

uperalloys - metal alloys,
have an impact on machinability.
which reflect their
For example, abrasiveness of
complex alloyed structure,
forged workpieces higher that
have become one of the main
cast ones substantially lower
engineering materials for a long
in comparison with sintered
time. They feature extremely high
workpieces.
elevated temperature strength,
Consequently, a cutting tool
and therefore often are referred to
is under significant thermal
as high-temperature superalloys
and mechanical load, which
(HTSA) or heat-resistant superalloys
dramatically reduces tool
(HRSA). The history of superalloys
life. Therefore, in machining
started with the development of
superalloys, the cutting speed
gas-turbine engines that required
directly connected with the heat
reliable materials for high operating
generation during chip removal
temperature ranges. As a result of
is considerably lower when
intensive research and progress
compared to other common
in metallurgy, modern superalloys
engineering materials such as
provide a long service life for
steel or cast iron. The direct result
working temperatures more than
of the cutting speed limitation
1 000°C.
is poor productivity. Hence,
Understandably, the largest
overcoming machining difficulties
Superalloys are the key materials for turbojet and
superalloy consumers today are
and increasing productivity are
turboprop engines of modern aircrafts. Jet engine
aero and marine engine producers
the main challenges for the
blisk machined with Iscar’s Cut-Grip systems
Superalloys are also very common
manufacturer of superalloy parts.
in the medical industry, which
According to ISO 513 standard,
effectively use them for prosthetic implants in orthopaedic
superalloys together with titanium alloys relate to the ISO
surgery. In addition, superalloys have become widespread in
S group application. Depending on the prevailing element,
power generation and the oil and gas industries as crucial
superalloys are divided into three types: Iron (Fe), nickel
materials for essential parts of various devices.
(Ni) and cobalt (Co) based alloys. Machinability drops in the
Exceptional high-temperature strength and corrosion
specified order; from the iron-based alloys, which can be
resistance are the undeniable advantages of superalloys.
compared with austenitic stainless steel, to cobalt-based
However, there are two sides to the
alloys that represent the most
coin. Superalloys are not only highly
hard-to-cut materials in the group.
priced, but their machinability is
Increasing efficiency of
poor, which can pose challenges
machining superalloys has become
to manufacturing. The specific
the focus of various scientific
cutting force that characterises
research and technological
the resistance of the material
improvements. Their result
to chip removal and defines the
was a significant advance in
mechanical load on a cutting tool is
producing superalloy components.
high for superalloys. Although the
Manufacturing has effectively
main difficulty is heat, superalloys
embraced new machining
have poor thermal conductivity.
strategies and innovative methods
Elemental and loose chips, which
of cutting coolant supply, such
are generally generated when
as high-pressure cooling (HPC),
machining superalloys, do not
minimum quantity lubrication
provide adequate heat dissipation
(MQL) and even cryogenic cooling
from the cutting zone. A tendency
has successfully been introduced.
to work hardening makes the
This has taken the productivity of
situation worse.
machining superalloys to a new
The manufacturer deals with
level. However, like in the case of
various superalloy workpieces:
titanium alloys, the key element
Cast, wrought and sintered. The
Machining a femoral knee implant component with a Multi- for improving the productivity of
workpiece fabrication methods also
superalloy machining is a cutting 
Master endmill and exchangeable taper barrel head
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tool that directly removes material
examples. Carbide grade IC806,
layers from a workpiece that
which was introduced over the
produces chips. A cutting tool
last few years for face grooving
features the tool material and its
superalloys and austenitic
geometry, which determines the
stainless steel, was successfully
tool’s triumph or its failure.
adopted by Iscar’s threading and
Today, coated cemented
deep drilling lines. This grade
carbides are the most common
has a hard submicron substrate
materials for cutting tools for
and PVD TiAlN/AlTiN coating with
machining superalloys. The
post-coating treatment according
development of a carbide
to Iscar’s Sumo Tec technology.
grade, in which strength and
IC806 provides notable resistance
wear resistance will be mutually
to flaking and chipping and
complemented is a tricky process
maintains reliable and repeatable
that requires an appropriate
results.
carbide substrate, coating
In machining superalloys
composition, and coating method.
by solid carbide endmills and
To the amazement of those who
exchangeable heads, grade IC902,
believe that the breakthrough
which combines ultra-fine grain
possibilities in this direction are
substrate and nano-layer PVD
almost exhausted, cutting tool
TiAlN coating, ensures extremely
producers continue to create
high wear resistance and
Milling cutters with indexable round inserts from ceramics
provide considerably increased cutting speeds for higher
new effective carbide grades.
prolongs tool life. This grade has
productivity
Additionally, in machining
demonstrated very good results in
superalloys, ceramics - another
producing devices for replacement
tool material that enables substantially increased cutting
knee and hip joints that are made from difficult-to-cut cobaltspeeds - are already in active use.
chrome alloys.
If tool materials are connected mostly with material
Iscar has significantly extended the range of products for
sciences and metallurgy, cutting geometry is more in the tool
ISO S applications made from various cutting ceramics such
design field. Ensuring high-performance geometry requires
as silicon nitride, SiAlON, and whisker-reinforced grades.
deep engineering knowledge and technology skills. On the
The newly introduced ceramic items have replenished both
one hand, to minimise heat generation and work hardening,
indexable inserts and solid endmills.
a positive rake angle, a large enough clearance angle, and
The latest rake face designs F3M and F3P for ISO
a sharp cutting edge are needed. On the other hand, such
standard turning inserts are intended specifically for harda shape weakens the cutting edge that should withstand a
to-machine austenitic stainless steel and superalloys. Their
considerable mechanical load.
positive rake-angle geometry reduces the cutting force and
Therefore, the correct designed cutting-edge condition
ensures smooth cutting action, while the set of deflectors
becomes a critical success
on the rake face improves chip
factor. Sintered carbide inserts
control.
have the advantage of enabling
In ceramic double-sided inserts
complex chip forming and chip
for turning and milling tools,
breaking shapes for insert rake
Iscar has added new chamfered
faces. Today, computer modelling
and combined (chamfered and
of chip formation and pressing
rounded) cutting-edge condition
processes using finite element
options for tough applications.
methods provide an effective
Iscar has enriched the range
tool to optimise the shapes that
of solutions intended for highare already in the design stage.
pressure cooling by new indexable
In solid endmills, a variable
cutter bodies and tool holders. For
pitch design results in improved
example, thermal shrink chucks
vibration strength. Cutting edges
with polygonal taper shanks,
of these endmills are produced
which have coolant jet channels
by grinding operations, and to
along the central bore, have been
eliminate flaking and edge defects,
replenished by the toolholder
strict adherence to technological
product line.
process requirements is highly
In conclusion, the need
important.
for increased productivity in
Cutting tool manufacturers
machining HTSA is a continuous
pay a lot of attention to improving
challenge for cutting tool
their product portfolios intended
manufacturers, and new effective
Iscar’s recently introduced M3M (left) and F3M (right)
for machining superalloys. Iscar’s
tool
developments are likely to
chipbreakers for ISO standardised turning inserts designed
news can be excellent indicative
come in the near future.
specifically for ISO S and ISO M groups of application
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EMO Milano 2021 declared

a success with over 60 000 visitors from
91 countries visiting the exhibition

E

MO Milano 2021, the world trade show dedicated to
the metalworking sector held at the Exhibition Centre of
fieramilano Rho, Milan, Italy has been declared a success
in light of the difficult environment that it was held.
Promoted by CECIMO, the
European Association of Machine
Tool Industries, and organised
by the operational structures of
UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, the
Italian machine tools, robots and
automation systems Manufacturers’
Association, EMO Milano 2021
registered more than 60 000 visitors
coming from 91 countries.
Luigi Galdabini, General
Commissioner of EMO Milano 2021,
stated: “The exhibition data confirm
the value of the event, considered
as the appointment of reference
for the worldwide manufacturing
industry of machine tools, robots and
automation systems.”
“In such a complicated, historic
moment, where the public health
emergency is not yet completely
over EMO showed its importance,
drawing all those operators to
Milan, who could have the green
light to move from their countries of
origin. Moreover, the participation
of the operators, coming not only
from Europe, also proves the
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attractiveness of Italy, regarded as one of the most interesting
and promising markets, as well as a leading manufacturing
country in the sector.”
Despite the mobility restrictions still in force, EMO Milano
confirmed its international character
even on this occasion. Foreign
exhibitors accounted for 60% of the
total, whereas foreign visitors made
up 30% of the overall number.
An absolute attraction for
the operators of the world
manufacturing industry was the
wide product offering on show,
representing all the segments of the
sector, expression of the production
proposal of over 700 enterprises,
exhibited within 6 halls completely
set up for the event and covering
100 000m² of overall exhibition
area.
Germany, Switzerland, France,
Spain, Austria, Slovenia, Turkey,
Poland, Russia and Denmark were
the most represented countries
at the trade show, which was also
attended by numerous operators
from Finland, Croatia, Estonia,
Lithuania, Hungary, Czech Republic,
USA, Great Britain, Israel, Japan,
South Korea, Ireland and Egypt.
The next edition of EMO Milano
will take place in October 2027.

Nissan unveils Intelligent Factory

N

issan has unveiled a production line at its Tochigi Plant,
Japan featuring the Nissan Intelligent Factory initiative.
This unique initiative supports the manufacture of
next-generation vehicles using innovative technologies and
contributes to the realisation of carbon neutrality. Nissan also
announced a roadmap to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 at
its production plants around the world.
Hideyuki Sakamoto, Nissan’s executive vice president for
manufacturing and supply chain management, said: “The
automotive industry is in a period of great change, and solving
the global challenge of climate change is urgent. We see
this as an opportunity to build the strength of monozukuri
(manufacturing), a part of our DNA, to develop and apply
innovative technologies to overcome the challenges we face.”
Nissan Intelligent Factory
Since its foundation, Nissan has honed its ability to
manufacture vehicles through high-quality and highly efficient
production processes and the superb skills of the company’s
takumi (master technicians). However, the business
environment surrounding manufacturing is undergoing
major changes. In Japan, there is a need to break away from
conventional labour-intensive manufacturing to cope with
an aging society and serious labour shortage. Unforeseen
situations, such as climate change and pandemics, also
need to be managed. At the same time, industry trends in
electrification, vehicle intelligence and connected technologies
are making vehicle structure and functionality more advanced
and complex.
Nissan introduced the Nissan Intelligent Factory initiative
at its Tochigi Plant to respond to these needs and trends.
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Nissan Intelligent Factory enables Nissan to:
1. Use robots that have inherited the skills of takumi to
manufacture next-generation vehicles; of the highest quality
2. Create an improved environment where a wide range of
people can work comfortably, and;
3. Realise a zero-emission production system, thereby
accelerating efforts to achieve a decarbonized society.
Tochigi Plant is scheduled to start production of the allnew Nissan Ariya crossover electric vehicle this fiscal year.
Achieving carbon neutrality
Nissan aims to achieve carbon neutrality across its
operations and the life cycle of its products by 2050 [1]. The
company aims to realise carbon neutrality in manufacturing
by promoting innovations to support higher productivity in
vehicle assembly, starting with the Nissan Intelligent Factory
initiative, and by improving energy and materials efficiencies
at plants. Plant equipment is to be fully electrified by 2050
by introducing innovative production technologies and
by reducing energy use. To achieve carbon neutrality at
production plants, all electricity used will be generated from
renewable energy sources and or generated with onsite fuel
cells that use alternative fuels.
“By rolling out the Nissan Intelligent Factory initiative
globally, starting at the Tochigi Plant, we will more flexibly,
efficiently and effectively manufacture next-generation
vehicles for a decarbonised society. We will also continue to
drive innovation in manufacturing to enrich people’s lives and
to support Nissan’s future growth,” said Sakamoto.

Jaguar Land Rover

brings toolmaking in-house
with £1.7 million move

J

aguar Land Rover has started manufacturing its own
press tools in-house for the first time following a £1.7
million investment at its Halewood plant. The company
previously outsourced the production of its press tools. The
company says this new move will allow it to drive efficiency
and quality, as well as give employees the opportunity to
learn new skills while building and operating these tools.
The investment involves the installation of a new Press
Die Manufacturing Centre - the first of its kind in Jaguar
Land Rover, with a new 5-axis milling machine, which
manufactures press tools - known as blanking dies - from
raw castings. The blanking dies are the first stage in
the manufacture of car body panels during new vehicle
production.
Hannah Cocklin, toolroom apprentice, commented: “This
investment has given the tooling workforce a real boost as
we are doing things we didn’t think we would ever get to do
at Halewood. This is the last year of my apprenticeship so
it’s brilliant to see what the future has in store for the team.

It’s also exciting for the new apprentices joining the company
this month. They probably never expected to be making the
tools themselves.”
Progress is well under way at the new centre with the
factory producing pressed parts for future Jaguar and Land
Rover models, across its sites globally.
Jaguar Land Rover’s Halewood facilities will also be
upgraded to enable the production of fully electric vehicles
as the company drives forward with the electrification of both
Jaguar and Land Rover brands.
Niall Ford, stamping and press parts group manager,
added: “The manufacturing of raw cast iron press tools
is great news for us as we have never done this in-house
before. It shows huge confidence, not just in our Halewood
factory, but also in our people who will be building these
tools. For the first time, our workforce and apprentices will
be trained in the new processes and skills required to build
and operate dies, which means we attract and keep the
best talent at Halewood.”

Robot orders increase 67% in Q2
2021 over same period in 2020

R

obot orders in the second quarter of
2021 were up 67% over the same
period in 2020, showing a return
to pre-COVID-19 pandemic demand for
automation as manufacturers and other
North American companies return to
business. According to the Association for
Advancing Automation, North American
companies ordered 9 853 robots valued at
$501 million in Q2 2021, up from 5 196
sold in Q2 2020, the peak of the pandemic.
The Q2 2021 increase, which marks the third-highest
quarter on record for robot units sold overall, also showed
more than half (5 530) came from non-automotive customers
as industries such as metals, semiconductor & electronics,
plastics and rubber, food and consumer goods, and life sciences
recognise the benefits of automation.
“With the big increases in automation sales, and favourable
economic conditions in US manufacturing sector throughout
much of 2021, it’s clear users have accelerated their orders for
robotics and other forms of advanced technologies,” said Jeff
Burnstein, president of the Association.
“While companies have long realised that automation
increases efficiencies, expands production and empowers
human employees to do more valuable tasks, the pandemic
helped even more industries realise those benefits. By
automating - either for the first time or expanding on how they
use automation - companies will be better prepared to handle
any upcoming issues that impact their business.”
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According to the Association, the
substantial increases in robot orders in Q2
came from companies in metals (up 99%
over Q2 2020), automotive components
(up 85%), semiconductor and electronics/
photonics (up 62%), plastics and rubber (up
51%), food and consumer goods (up 51%)
automotive OEM (up 49%) and life
sciences/pharmaceutical/biomed (up 21%).
Machine vision, motion control and
motor markets see record growth
In addition to the large increase in robotic orders, machine
vision, motion control and motor markets saw record increases
over Q2 2020, the report shows. North American machine vision
statistics reveal that the market expanded 26% to $764 million,
a new record. For January through June of 2021, the North
American machine vision market grew 18% to $1.5 billion, which
is the best start to a year on record.
The motion control and motors sector recorded $1.065
billion in shipments, 13% greater than Q2 2020 sales and
setting a new record. Motors, actuators and mechanical systems
and electronic drives saw the largest increases.
“The revitalisation of automation we’re seeing across myriad
industries is extremely encouraging,” Burnstein added. “Not only
will the increase in automation use be a win for our member
companies, but it will also help the US economy grow even more
as customers increase productivity and fill the millions
of manufacturing jobs that remain unfulfilled.”

Wohlers Associates publishes report
on post-processing of AM and
3D printed parts

T

he publication details many time consuming and often
expensive steps in post-processing parts made by
additive manufacturing (AM). Examples include support
material removal, the finishing of surfaces, colouring and
coating and heat treatment.
Organisations involved with AM have vast amounts
of post-processing knowledge and experience, yet little
systematic documentation is available. This has led to
countless companies “reinventing the wheel” and spending
time and money unnecessarily to complete jobs. The
methods and techniques described in this report can reduce
trial-and-error that so many organisations use.
Post-processing is one of three major phases of
producing 3D printed parts. According to research conducted
for Wohlers Report 2021, nearly 27% of the cost of
producing AM parts comes from post-processing. The study
involved input from 124 service providers in 27 countries.
The following chart presents the cost segmentation between
pre-processing, printing, and post-processing among
companies that offer both metal and polymer AM.

When calculating the cost of post-processing, it is critical
to consider the entire end-to-end workflow. Bottlenecks
are a challenge, especially when scaling into production
quantities. The post-processing steps for metal powder bed
fusion (PBF) include the removal of powder, thermal stress
relief, and the separation of parts and support material from
the build plate. They also include the removal of supports
from parts, media blasting, and machining and grinding.
Some parts may require hot isotropic pressing, additional
heat treatment, anodising and inspection. If post-processing
is not scaled and streamlined accordingly, bottlenecks will
occur, especially with large quantities.
Design for additive manufacturing is a key to reducing
time and costs associated with post-processing. For
example, orient metal PBF parts so the faces to be
machined are facing downward. These down-facing surfaces
will be rough due to the support material, so use this to your
advantage.
More information on the new report is available at
https://wohlersassociates.com/post-processing-report.htm
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UMATI demonstrate global machine
tool data connectivity at EMO Milan

A

t the EMO Milano
2021 exhibition umati
connected more than
50 machines from all over
the world, almost half of them
remotely using the updated
umati dashboard. Connected
via the standardised OPC UA
for Machine Tools interface the
presentation was part of an
international programme which
the VDW staged to promote the
world language of production.
“After making our first
appearance over two years ago
in Hanover, Germany we were
delighted that we were finally
back in a face-to-face setting
and with such an impressive
demonstration,” said Dr. HeinzJürgen Prokop, Chairman of the
VDW.
In his status report, he emphasised: “The most important
milestone in the development of the OPC-UA Interface for
Machine Tools was the publication of the specification
almost exactly one year ago. It is now available free of charge
worldwide, meaning that all companies that manufacture,
use or offer software for machine tools can now develop and
refine their products based on this specification,” said Prokop,
outlining the current situation.
“The machine tool specification was also the first to be
published which referenced the overarching specification for
the entire machine and plant engineering industry, the OPC
UA for Machinery,” continued Prokop.
OPC UA for machinery offering major gains in efficiency
The Machine Tool Group is contributing to develop
this harmonised specification. Above all, it ensures the
standardisation of a certain set of data relevant to the
entire mechanical and plant engineering sector. The first
step concerns the identification of the machine. In terms of
digital nameplates, the type of machine is basically irrelevant.
All machines have a manufacturer, serial number, date of
manufacture, date of acquisition, location, etc. Thanks to OPC
UA for Machinery, technology-specific specifications now no
longer have to worry about identification but can concentrate
fully on rendering the relevant technology-specific data. The
next step in development involves harmonising the operating
states of machines, as these, too, could be used at a higher,
more universal level. This example impressively highlights
the gains in efficiency for manufacturers and machine users
offered by OPC UA for Machinery.
To promote the use of these open standards is the mission
of umati. By now, this community and marketing initiative is
no longer aimed exclusively at the machine tool industry, but
at the entire machine and plant engineering sector. umati
currently has almost 200 partners, including more than 160
companies. These are machine manufacturers, software
providers and users. Woodworking machinery, surface
technology and glass machines are part of umati with their
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own OPC UA specifications.
Version 2 of OPC UA for Machine Tools targeting
automotive industry
The first version of the OPC UA for Machine Tools aimed
to create a data set that is universally applicable to all
machine tools. A subgroup of the Joint Working Group for
Machine Tools is currently working on standardizing additional
analysis data for KPI evaluations. “This will also transfer a
large part of the machine and production data which the
automotive industry already uses to our open interface,”
predicted Prokop. This should make it easier for machine tool
manufacturers to gain acceptance for the open interface from
their main customer group in the future. The specification is
scheduled for publication in the first quarter of 2022.
Plans for connection of IT, MES and ERP systems
The market success of interfaces depends on the
existence of machines and software that are equipped with
the corresponding interfaces, or that can process them.
“Customers are already asking when their IT, MES or ERP
system will finally be able to process the standardised data,”
said Prokop, addressing the discussion. “We have been
working on this problem with a number of high-profile partners
for a while now. SAP, for example, has offered us support
in staging live demonstrations on many occasions. Here at
EMO Milano we are pleased to announce the first productionready interface implementations in well-known MES systems
in conjunction with our partners mpdv and IGH-Infotec,” he
announced.
Overall, umati is attracting great interest and meeting
with approval worldwide. In Milan alone, 11 machines from
Chinese manufacturers are connected via the cooperating
NC Link in China. “The gratifying response is spurring the
machine manufacturers and the umati team on to persevere
in the marathon task of developing such a standardised
interface,” concluded Prokop.
For more information: www.umati.org

Nidec buys Mitsubishi
machine tool business and expertise

W

ith the recent acquisition of Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries Machine Tool, Nidec
Corporation has added the company’s
ability to design, manufacture, and sell machine
tools, cutting tools, and related products to its
already impressive portfolio.
The Japanese motors and drives
manufacturer Nidec has acquired the
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Machine Tool
company, which designs and manufactures
machine tools, cutting tools and related
products. As well as selling machine tools
to external customers, Nidec plans to use
the gear-cutting capabilities and expertise of the acquired
business to boost its E-Axle activities, which produce
combined motor, inverter and gearbox systems for use in
electric vehicles.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Machine Tool, which started
out by making lathes in 1936, employs around 1 400 people
and has operations in Japan, China, India and the US. It had
sales worth 40.3 billion yen (US$ 353.5 million) in the year to
March 2020, which fell to ¥23.1 billion yen (US$ 203 million)
in the year to March 2021.
Nidec says that the acquired business – now renamed

Nidec Machine Tool Corporation – has
“top market share” in Japan. Its portfolio
includes gear cutting and grinding machines,
double-column machining centers, laser and
semiconductor manufacturing equipment, and
other large machine tools. Nidec plans to expand
the business and says that, with the necessary
investment, it will play “a major global role in our
group”. It will become Nidec-Shimpo’s third main
business.
Nidec has also announced its first new
machine tool from the acquired business – a
double-column machining center for singleitem and high-mix, low-volume production. The MVR-Cx
center – the latest in a line first launched by Mitsubishi in
2003 – can operate at spindle speeds of up to 6 000 rpm.
A newly developed operation support function is claimed
to reduce “significantly” the time from receiving orders to
shipping products. Previously time-consuming activities such
as programme creation, debugging and centring workpieces
before machining them, have been simplified.
Nidec expects the new business to be generating sales
worth Japanese ¥100 billion (US$ 877 million) by the year
ending March 2026.

United Grinding partners with Titans

U

of CNC for manufacturing education

nited Grinding has
partnered with Titans
of CNC, the wellknown global manufacturing
education provider, to support
specialised education for
precision grinding in the
manufacturing industry.
The partnership includes
the development of a grinding
academy, designed to teach
individuals new to the
industry the basics of grinding
in an easily digestible, digital
format. United Grinding will launch a new website to support
this partnership – www.titansofgrinding.com – and it will
house a variety of information about the partnership. The site
will also include a list of machines that Titans of CNC has
utilised for training and production and serve as a source for
all of the video content Titans of CNC has produced involving
United Grinding machine technology.
According to Titan Gilroy, CEO and founder of Titans of
CNC, his focus is on the development and delivery of highlevel manufacturing education through the Titans of CNC
Academy. With its free, online, video-based, step-by-step
training system, Titans of CNC continues to provide answers to
real manufacturing problems.
“My team and I are excited to officially partner with United

Grinding to bring awareness
and advanced grinding
education to a worldwide
audience,” said Gilroy.
“United Grinding has a great
reputation in the industry due
to the quality, performance,
and versatility of their entire
machine line-up. This is why
we have chosen to develop
the most advanced grinding
curriculum in the world on
the platform that is United
Grinding.”
Gilroy started Titans of CNC as a machine shop in
Northern California that produced some of the most
challenging components for the aerospace industry. From
there, the shop progressed to a reality TV series recognised as
a leading CNC educational platform among a global network
of engineers, machinists, hobbyists, students and educators.
“Our motivation is the success of our customers. Our
ambition is therefore to accompany our customers along their
way and to provide our expertise as a strong and reliable
partner to make them even better,” stated Stephan Nell, CEO
of the United Grinding Group. “The need for trained machinists
is greater now than ever, and in our new partnership with
Titans of CNC, we are proud to recommit our efforts to
building the next generation of young machinists.”
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Working with stainless steel

S

tainless
steel is
often
a first choice
material to work
with because
of its corrosion
resistance,
longevity
and costeffectiveness.
Working with
stainless steel,
however, does
pose some
challenges,
especially if
incorrect tools
and processes
are used.
As part of
their service
to customers,
Pferd South
Africa offers guidance on working with stainless steel and
ensure customers benefit from everything this versatile
material has to offer.
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Marius
Steyn, Training
Manager
at Pferd
South Africa
explains: “The
South African
stainless steel
and steel
industries
are well
established
in the supply
of highquality steel.
Stainless steel
applications
can be found
in all of the
major industrial
sectors, be it
food, beverage,
pharmaceutical
or automotive
and it is important to achieve the specified surface conditions
and finishing. In order to obtain a high standard, certain
tools and in-situ arrangements need to be adhered to for the 

process to be successful and cost-efficient.”
Establish the Function
Differing surface functions determine the final surface
roughness and finish of the stainless steel. Industrial
applications, for example, may require a surface definition
that prevents bacterial growth to ensure a safe and hygienic
environment as
well as to maintain
corrosion and
wear resistance in
order to prevent
structural damage.
In the retail
or architectural
sector, aesthetics
take precedence
and priority is
placed on the
stainless steel’s
final appearance.
Therefore, it is
important to
establish what
function the
finished stainless
steel surface will
perform.

factor when working with stainless steel in workshops. Pferd
advises customers to protect the work components at hand
from surface contamination and contamination from other
materials,” said Steyn.
Sparks from close by metal cutting and grinding
operations can embed themselves in the stainless steel and
lead to its eventual deterioration. This can occur sometime 

Eliminate
Cross
Contamination
Stainless steel
is an alloy of iron
with a minimum
of 10.5 per
cent chromium.
Chromium
produces a thin
layer of oxide on
the surface of
the steel - the
“passive” layer and this prevents
surface corrosion.
Damage to the
passive chromium
layer, caused
by incorrect
working methods
can lead to the
stainless steel
rusting. Crosscontamination
of stainless steel
is one form of
damage that can
cause it to rust.
“The
prevention of cross
contamination
of non-stainless
with stainless
steel is a crucial
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after installation of the stainless steel products and would
then require costly repairs in accordance to best practises.
Only specialised grinding and polishing components
for stainless steel should be used and all non-stainless
consumables should be avoided due to the possibility of
contamination.
“The protection of the stainless steel operation goes
as far as recommending the establishment of dedicated
stainless steel working bays and separate storage facilities
for materials and components that are specifically designed
for stainless steel operations. A clean environment as well
as ensuring the stainless steel itself is clean, by using
dedicated cleaning agents, is recommended.”
“Similarly, it is important to select grinding tools without
any ferrous, chlorinated or sulphurous fillers. Wire brushes
with stainless steel or Silicon Carbide (SiC) filaments are
specifically designed to be stainless steel compatible. Pferd
have conducted enormous research into stainless steel
best working practice, which is readily available on our
website.”
Tool selection
Factors that play a role in the correct tool selection for
stainless steel use include dimensions of the surface and
its condition, accessibility, the result required as well as the
application method.
Small and tight spaces require different tools compared
to surfaces that are more accessible. The cleaning and
smoothing of a steel weld seam requires completely different
tools to those used for brush matting or finishing of stainless
steel.
Achieving a mirror finish is one of the more demanding
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requests as mechanical scratches should be removed and
the surface structured systematically.
Technological advances in grinding and polishing tools
for stainless steel help eliminate many of the material’s
challenges. Heat discolouration in the grinding area, which
occurs due to stainless steel being a bad conductor of heat,
can alter the metal’s metallurgical compound and reduce its
corrosion resistance.
To prevent this, Pferd’s Polifan Co-Freeze stainless steel
flap discs which feature ceramic oxide (CO) grain with an
active grinding and cooling coating (Freeze), reduces heat
build-up and heat discolouration when grinding stainless
steel.
“The cutting of stainless steel is optimised with the use
of our high-performance thin cut-off wheels. These 1mm
wheels cut faster, thereby producing less heat and heat
discolouration. Burr formation is also minimised which in
turn requires less rework to remove,” explained Steyn.
Pferd tungsten carbide burrs with stainless steel cut offer
an extremely high stock removal rate thanks to its innovative
tooth geometry leading to significantly less heat, heat
discolouration and vibration.
“The Polifan Co-Freeze, stainless steel Cut TC Burrs and
Thin Cut-off wheels are but a few of the 8 500 products in
our product range. Greater understanding of the correct tool
selection and application of how they interact with stainless
steel is a conversation Pferd welcomes,” said Steyn.
Pferd is available to assess your application and provide
you with the optimum product and machine combination to
ensure the ideal and most cost-effective solution.
For further details contact Pferd on TEL: 11 230 4000,
email info@pferd.co.za / sales@pferd.co.za or visit
www.pferd.com

Kennametal introduces flat bottom
geometry for KenTIP FS
New replaceable drill tip saves tooling costs and eliminates process steps.

K

exceptional hole position
and straightness.
Corner chamfers serve
to protect the cutting
edges and reduce exits
burrs. Four margin
lands provide stability
when breaking into
interrupted cuts and
Aside from one-step drilling of flat
cross-holes. And
bottom holes, the KenTIP FS-FEG
Kennametal’s KCP15A
excels at drilling through cross-holes,
grade uses a nanoinclined exits, and for use as a
structured AlTiN coating
pilot drill in deep hole applications
up to 12xD
and fine grain carbide
substrate, providing both
toughness and wear resistance when drilling steel, stainless
steel, and cast iron.
The diameter range covers 6mm to 26mm and drilling
depth of up to 12xD is possible depending on the KenTIP FS
modular drill body.
For more information contact
The newest member of the KenTIP FS family,
Kennametal South Africa on
the FEG insert eliminates the need for drilling
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit
and end milling flat bottom holes, instead
completing the part in a single operation
www.kennametal.com

ennametal has expanded its replaceable drill offering
for KenTIP FS modular drill series with the new FEG
insert for flat bottom hole applications. Applicable
in steel, cast iron and stainless steels the FEG insert
eliminates end milling operations and completes a task in a
single operation, saving time and tooling costs.
Drilling flat-bottom holes is a challenge. So is drilling
on inclined or curved surfaces, drilling into cross holes,
drilling stacked plates and drilling into cross holes, stacked
plates and castings and other rough surfaces. Not anymore.
Leveraging the success of its KenTIP FS modular drill
Kennametal has developed a unique insert geometry (FEG)
that streamlines many of these types of applications and
simplifies the drilling of counterbores and pilot holes as well.
“The FEG insert is so versatile, you can use it for nearly
all your drilling applications,” says Georg Roth, Kennametal’s
Global Product Manager of Holemaking for Modular Drilling
Tools.
Get to the point
Conceptually, the FEG geometry
design is simple. It features a 180°
cutting edge, and a conical center
point, which acts as a pilot to provide

Fanuc’s factory automation and new
products at EMO Milano 2021

A

t EMO Milano 2021
Fanuc demonstrated
what the automated
future looks like today.
Visitors to the company’s
stand discovered new
and innovative products,
technologies and solutions
that help them improve
competitive edge and
profitability of their
production.
Fanuc’s Factory
Automation area showcased
both physical and virtual
exhibits, including digital
twin technology for efficient
designing and using of
machine tools. Some of the
latest machining functions
like orbital cutting, eccentric turning, servo learning oscillation
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and high-dynamic turning
were also demonstrated.
Efficiency at its best
Fanuc presented two
new robot models at the
show: The M-1000iA and
the LR-10iA/10. With its
1 000kg payload and
a maximum reach of 3
253mm the M-1000iA has
a particularly wide range
of motion in both vertical
and longitudinal directions.
The arm has flip-over
capability which gives it an
extended versatility across
a wide range of handling
applications. At EMO the
M-1000iA demonstrated
the efficient and effective
handling of a battery pack for an electric vehicle (EV).


The LR-10iA/10 is a new fully enclosed robot, which is
not only lightweight and compact, but offers a wide working
range and high resistance to dust and water. Providing a wrist
payload of 10kg, a maximum reach of 1 101mm and a weight
of just 46kg, the LR-10iA/10 can be installed in a variety of
ways, including on the floor, ceiling or wall. The robot’s light
weight also makes it ideal for mounting on mobile platforms.
Alongside the new robots Fanuc presented an ROI (Return
on Investment) calculator. This web app features a dashboard
that sets out the potential savings available in an easyto-understand
manner.
Regarding
Robo machines
Fanuc celebrated
three European
premieres at EMO.
The RobodrilL
α-DiB-Plus series,
which will be
available from
the beginning of
2022, features
innovations such
as revised spindle
variations, new
control options,
servo drives
and mechanical
improvements.
The Roboshot
α-SiB injection
moulding machine
is an advanced
new series capable
of metal injection
moulding (MIM)
as a production
method for
medical devices
and surgical
instruments.
Last, not least,
the Fanuc Robocut
α-CiC impresses
with many new
developments.
For instance,
Fanuc has
further enhanced
machine rigidity
by strengthening
the mechanical
structure. This is
the basis for more
precise machining
and even higher
repeatability than
before.
For further
information
contact Fanuc
South Africa on
TEL: 011 392
3610 or visit
www.fanucsa.co.za
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Integrated automation systems
in the limelight for Mazak at
EMO Milano 2021

A

t this year’s EMO
Milano, Yamazaki
Mazak presented twelve
machines complemented
by a range of automation
and technology solutions
that promise to deliver the
three key customer benefits
of productivity, profitability
and environmentally-aware
manufacturing operations.
The stand showcased
a host of new machines,
including integrated
automation solutions, vertical
machining centers and the
most recent additions to the
Integrex i-H series. Under its
theme of “Discover More”, the
company displayed two world
debuts at the show and another machine being exhibited for
the first time in Europe.
In addition, Mazak displayed its latest CNC technology,
Mazatrol SmoothEz, featuring a 15” touchscreen and an
intuitive operating system to deliver increased efficiency
through faster setup, programming and operation for those
with limited NC programming experience.
One of the key themes was automation with over half of
the products showcased with integrated automation systems
on show including the latest generation
of its flagship Pallatech system, a new
collaborative robot system and Mazak’s
latest 5-axis automation solutions for
high-mix, low volume work.
Environmentally-aware
manufacturing will also be a key focus
with technologies such as energy
dashboards and digital services
helping customers to measure energy
utilisation and CO2 impact.
Mazak also exhibited the latest
in virtual machining with the next
generation of Mazatrol SmoothAi
and Digital Twin technology that can
deliver machine and engineering data
directly to those who need it supporting
production plans and business
decisions.
Mazak’s Variaxis C-600
simultaneous 5-axis vertical machining center
Mazak’s Variaxis C-600 simultaneous 5-axis vertical
machining center, has proved a popular choice in a wide
range of industry sectors, including the aerospace and
automotive, especially those demanding high-accuracy
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and performance in an
automated solution. At EMO,
Mazak exhibited the C-600
with the ‘Platinum 50’ from
BMO Automation. Thanks
to the combined part and
pallet handling capability, the
innovative solution is sure
to capture the imagination
of manufacturing operating
with high-mix low-volume
productions of complex
prismatic components.
The Variaxis C-600 is
characterised by its highly
agile performance, with no
compromise on rigidity. The
compact machine, capable
of machining workpieces up
to 730mm by 450mm and
500kg in weight, has been designed with a large machining
envelope and a high-rigidity structure featuring a 600mm fully
supported trunnion table with roller gear cam on the B and C
axes. Exceptional high- speed performance is delivered with
42m/min rapid traverse rates in the XYZ axes, and a chip-tochip time of just 4.5 seconds to reduce non-cutting time for
faster cycle times.
The machine’s high-rigidity spindle can perform heavyduty cutting of steel, as well as the high-speed machining of
other non-ferrous materials such as
aluminium, as it can be configured
with four different spindle options.
These range from a 12 000rpm
standard spindle, up to 15 000rpm
high-torque option, or 18 000rpm
high-speed and 20 000rpm highpower spindles. In addition, the new
Variaxis features a 30-tool magazine
as standard, complete with double
arm automatic tool changer which can
drastically reduce chip-to-chip times.
Alongside this standard specification,
60, 90 and 120 tool magazine options
also available.
As well as offering excellent
operator access and ergonomics, the
Variaxis C-600 has been designed
to integrate easily with a range of
automation solutions, such as MPP
and Palletech. Optional extras such
as a side loading door, and preparation for hydraulic and
pneumatic fixture interfaces are also available to support
bespoke automation projects with articulated robots.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

TaeguTec’s Rhino-XTurn line, the XNMG
70 degree corner angle
insert and holder line

T

aeguTec’s Rhino-X-Turn’s XNMG insert has
the advantages of both the CNMG and
DNMG inserts. Not only does it keep their
advantages but the new line overcomes their
shortcomings as well. The Rhino-X-Turn line of
inserts and holders is a multi-functional line that
can be used for internal and external turning,
face turning and profile turning. Developed under
rigorous testing, the XNMG inserts demonstrate
good chip control and stable tool life in a wide
range of operations from medium to finish
turning, and the line enables good surface finish
with less vibration due to low cutting forces.
In addition, the insert’s thickness increases
rigidity and stability with a wide support surface
for excellent performance in automotive parts machining. For
longitudinal turning, the TXJNR/L holder with a 93° entering
angle is mainly used, while the neutral type TXQNR/L holder is
particularly used for both longitudinal and face turning.
Also in internal turning the insert demonstrates good
performance with good chip control and low cutting force. A
further advantage is its ability to machine complicated shapes
like internal chamfers without replacing the holder, which

means improved productivity.
The main features include multiple
applications available for internal turning,
longitudinal, face turning and profile turning,
the XNMG insert reduces customer inventory
with the integrated shape of both the CNMG
and DNMG inserts, it is optimally designed for
automotive parts such as bearings due to its
wide cutting range and good chip control from
medium to finishing operations.
When compared to CNMG standard inserts
they have a smaller corner angle for excellent
chip control, good surface finish with low cutting
force, profiling is capable up to a 15° ramping
angle and a deeper approach in the live centre

is possible.
When compared to DNMG standard inserts simultaneous
longitudinal turning and face turning possible, there is an
enhanced insert strength by increased corner angle and
stable longer tool life and TT8105, TT8115, TT8125 are
bi-coloured CVD grades for improved machining performance.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

Expansion of Iscar’s CombiCham
large diameter drills for the wind
turbine industry

I

scar is expanding the CombiCham drill family by adding
three drill diameters - 33.2mm, 36.2mm and 39.2mm - in
drilling depths of 7 and 8 L/D ratio. The new drills provide
a solution for drilling the most popular hole diameters in
wind turbine parts, such as tower flanges, blade bearings,
yaw rings and planetary ring gears. This truly effective drill
enables high feed drilling, providing high drilling rates, high
accuracy and excellent surface finish.
The vast majority of commercial wind turbines use
tubular steel towers. Tower heights depend on rotor
diameter and wind speed conditions of the site. Their
heights range from 50 metres for a 1MW turbine to as high
as 125 metres and more for very large turbines.
The flange comprises a large scale of rolled steel which
connects the tower’s conical links. The blade bearings,
made of bearing steel, adjust the angle of the blades by
rotating a bearing at the root of each blade, enabling control
of the power and slowing the rotor. The wind turbine yaw
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system is the component responsible for the orientation of
the wind turbine rotor towards the wind. The mechanism
rotates the nacelle to face the changing wind direction and
it is made of alloy or bearing steel. Planetary ring gears
embrace the gearbox’s planetary gears, allowing them to
transform low incoming speed to high outgoing speed.
Featuring a pilot SumoCham drilling head and
standard SOGT square precision ground inserts with a wiper
in various sizes, made from IC808 SUMO TEC PVD coated
grade, the new CombiCham drilling line delivers a cost
effective solution for this operation and with minimum cycle
time.
The HCP central drilling head provides a self-centring
ability for premium hole accuracy and no pre-hole is needed.
The peripheral SOMT/X wiper inserts feature four cutting
edges and ensure premium surface quality.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com

W

Eliminate chatter marks with
Grinding Techniques

hen it comes to precision grinding,
chatter marks can pose a real
challenge, especially with
the pressure of meeting production
deadlines. This problem is typically only
identified when products get to the QC
stage for quality inspection, and parts
have already been ground within the
required tolerance. Identifying
the problem at this stage of
production leads to unnecessary
costs as parts usually must be
scrapped or reworked.
As common as this scenario is, it is paramount to correct
the problem in avoidance of incurring extra costs. With over
40 years of experience in local manufacturing of specialised
abrasives, we at Grinding Techniques, understand both the
cost, and other implications of this phenomena. Grinding
Techniques’ research and development team in conjunction
with their business development team can provide a range of
solutions on how to avoid chatter
marks with practical options of
how to counteract this, should it
occur during production.
The following steps may be
taken but it should be noted that
one must try one step at a time.
Reviewing grinding fluid for
its cleanliness and for instance
increasing the mixture from
perhaps a 3% to around 6 to 7%
could minimise chatter marks
during application.
Secondly, checking for any
possible machine vibrations
that could aid in the creation of
chatter marks during application
should be considered. This could
be from within or around the machine and even from other
machinery in the vicinity that could cause floor vibrations to
be transferred to the grinding machine during application,
this should be eliminated at all costs. The grinding machine’s
belts should not be damaged and should be tensioned
correctly and spindle bearings should not have any play or be
worn. Make sure that the spindle
bearings of the machine are not
worn, if there is any play on the
spindle bearings, replace them
immediately.
One other major cause of
chatter marks usually results
from taking too big of a cut by
simply reducing the infeed of the
grinding wheel and allowing for
a lighter cut from the material or
slowing down the traverse speed
should assist you in reducing or
eliminating chatter marks.
Another common cause of
chatter marks is grinding wheels
acting too hard, the general rule
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of thumb in grinding is to use a grinding wheel with a soft
grade on harder materials and a harder grade wheel on softer
materials. When a grinding wheel acts too hard, there
are two possibilities to fix the problem either change
the specification to a softer grade, if the job
doesn’t need to be ground urgently or make
the wheel act softer by firstly slowing down
the speed of the wheel generally, for
every 5 M/S that you decrease
the grinding wheel speed, it will
act one grade softer, or one
grade harder when increasing
the speed of the grinding wheel.
If this is not possible the workpiece speed can be increased.
This will enable the wheel to break down more and act softer.
Alternatively, the infeed rate of the grinding wheel can be
increased. It is however important to remember that a vitrified
wheel breaks down under pressure. Taking too light of a cut
will just cause the wheel to rub against the surface of the
grinding wheel and will lead to l clogging. By increasing the
infeed, more pressure is added
which will allow the wheel to start
breaking down.
If you are traverse grinding,
increase the traverse speed of
the grinding wheel as this will
make it break down more. A
final way of making the wheel
act softer on application is to
decrease the diameter of the
grinding wheel, as a wheel gets
smaller, the peripheral speed of
the grinding wheel decreases,
allowing it to act softer.
Another approach is to
make changes to your dressing
parameters. By taking a heavier
cut, and increasing the traverse
rate of the dresser, the wheel will open and make it cut more
freely, but this will however leave a rougher surface finish.
Grinding the part in two stages, first rough grinding and leave
a little bit of material on the part, and then moving over to
a finishing grinding process to close the face of the wheel
slightly to get the desired finish should assist you in obtaining
the correct finish.
By taking some of these
precautionary measures, chatter
marks can be minimised,
if not completely avoided
during application. Whatever
assistance you require when
it comes to precision grinding,
our application specialists at
Grinding Techniques are ready
and available to assist you with
any concerns or advise you might
require.
For more info visit
www.grindtech.com |
+27 11 271 6400 |
info@grindtech.com

Sandvik Coromant launches new
software module for controlled
chip breaking

S

andvik Coromant has unveiled a
new machining method that enables
controlled chip breaking in thread turning
applications. Launched within the existing
CoroPlus Tool Path software, OptiThreading
is a new software module that will help
manufacturers overcome one of the most
significant issues within thread turning, the risk
of chip jams and their associated downtime.
CoroPlus Tool Path software offers
programming support for external and internal
thread turning operations. The software
generates NC codes based on cutting data
parameters to secure the correct number of
passes with evenly distributed cutting forces
for optimal productivity, tool life and process
security. Now, to enhance the software further,
Sandvik Coromant has introduced a new
module.
A common problem in thread turning is that
chips coil around robots, chucks, tools and
components. The chips can also get caught
in conveyors, causing damage and equipment
downtime. Successful chip control is the key for good
component quality when thread turning.
OptiThreading has been designed with these challenges
in mind. The module is available as part of a subscription
to the CoroPlus Tool Path, and is developed specifically for
CoroThread 266 tools and inserts.
Using the method and software, manufacturers can
fully optimise their thread turning operations. As part of the
solution, CoroPlus Tool Path helps users develop optimised
OptiThreading tool paths that specifically conquer the
challenge of chip control. This is achieved by offering tool
paths that deliver controlled, oscillating movements for
interrupted cuts that go in and out of the cut on all passes
except the last one.
Supporting this cutting method delivers multiple benefits.
Using OptiThreading, long chips that damage a component’s

surface and interfere with the cutting zone are eliminated,
improving component quality. It also results in less manual
work removing long chips jamming the tool, the component or
the chip conveyor, resulting in less unplanned machine stops.
Using OptiThreading also makes it possible to increase cutting
speeds for shorter cycle times and improved productivity.
There are several reasons why OptiThreading and the
CoroThread 266 are suitably matched threading partners.
OptiThreading creates high cutting forces, and thus needs
a tool that can withstand them. The CoroThread 266 has
an iLock interface that gives exceptional stability on insert
indexing, making it capable of handling extreme forces. The
tool is also available in a wide variety of assortments, with a
selection of grades and geometries that cover most materials
and applications. Together, the software and hardware
solutions deliver secure, precise threading that is not
hampered by poor chip control.
“OptiThreading solves the most extensive issue within
thread turning, which is chip control,” said Hampus Jemt,
Product Manager at Sandvik Coromant. “Through CoroPlus
Tool Path, we already offered software for optimised turning,
and we offered a robust tooling solution in the form of
the CoroThread 266. Now, as we introduce OptiThreading,
we’re able to help customers overcome one of their biggest
concerns with performing thread turning.
“We understand the challenges of the machine shop.
Pressures to get the job done fast make unplanned downtime
a thing of nightmares, so avoiding the perils of chip control
is crucial. Having this all-embracing solution as part of our
offering means we can help manufacturers adopt a new
threading methodology that not only soothes their worries
regarding chip control, but also helps to produce higher quality
components.”
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 010 500 2295 or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com
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Gühring launches the RF 100 Sharp –
new solid carbide milling cutter

M

illing soft, tough and
high-alloyed materials
presents particular
challenges when it comes to
the tool. If you choose the
wrong one, you will end up
with chips that stick and jam,
causing the tool to break.
With Gühring’s sharpest solid
carbide milling cutter to date,
you don‘t have to worry as
you’ll always achieve highquality machining results.
With a rake angle of 12°, the RF 100 Sharp cuts easily
through all soft, tough and high-alloyed materials. Cutting
pressure and cutting forces are significantly reduced, enabling
reliable machining of materials with a tensile strength of
300 to 900 N/mm² and high ductility. These include free
machining and hardening steels, stainless steels as well as
tough special alloys and higher-strength aluminium alloys.
One milling cutter - full flexibility for all milling operations
Milling calls for a high level of flexibility. Whether roughing
or fine machining, slotting into solid material or ramping with
extreme angles, with the RF 100 Sharp, all common milling
operations can be covered. One tool for all soft, tough and
high-alloyed materials.
From unstable to high-precision cutting on all powerful
machines
Whether it’s a powerful CNC milling machine or a powerlimited lathe the RF 100 Sharp solid carbide milling cutter is
designed to cover all of the different operating conditions and
always achieves outstanding results.
Some other advantages include the tough carbide prevents

tool breakage, even under
very unstable conditions,
the AlCrN coating provides
optimum wear protection
at all cutting speeds, the
optimised facet grinding
dampens vibrations and
increases smoothness and
service life and the corner
protection chamfer provides
more stability and edge
strength.
The RF 100 Sharp
impresses with its extra-long design (long (DIN) +). This variant
is based on the long (DIN) version, but has an even longer
cutting edge compared to standardised milling cutters.
And you benefit from this in three ways: By reducing your
tooling costs when machining deeper depths, you can also use
a lower cost tool with a smaller diameter: You save space in
the tool magazine and thanks to the flexible use at different
depths, you need fewer milling cutters: And you can extend
the service life of your tool due to the extra length as you can
regrind and recoat the milling cutter more times.
Still not enough?
For even greater depths, the RF 100 Sharp is also
available in a medium length version. This version is designed
so that the cutting edge (l2) represents more than 50 % of the
reach (cutting edge + neck) (l3). This allows you to machine
your workpiece with only two cutting paths. The smallest
diameter starts at 1mm, meaning that the RF 100 Sharp is
perfect for use in the micro range as well.
For further details contact Gühring Cutting Tools South
Africa on TEL: 087 015 0200 or 041 372 2047 or
visit www.guhring.com

Okuma’s affordable
GENOS M460V-5AX 5-axis

vertical machining center

O

kuma's GENOS M460V-5AX 5-axis vertical machining
center is specifically designed to manufacture highprecision parts and deliver impressive metal removal
rates in a compact design. Its solid double-column structure,
full 5-axis simultaneous control, and thermal stability
performance give it the ability to easily cut a variety of
materials.
Using a hypoid gear drive, the GENOS M460V-5AX features
trunnion construction that offers exceptional accuracy,
rigidity, and table rotation speed. The spindle produces less
vibration and power loss at the tool tip for outstanding surface
finishes and metal removal rates. This affordable, 5-axis
machine provides high productivity and profitability in a small
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footprint. Want to learn
more about 5-axis
machining?
The machine has
XYZ travels of 762mm
by 460mm by 460mm,
a table size of 400mm
diameter, XYZ traverses
of 40/40/32 m/min,
a tool magazine of 32
and a 22/18kW motor.
For further details contact Integral Machine Tools on
TEL: 072 397 9956 or 074 373 7503

